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Valerie Caproni
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FROM:

DATE:

. SUBJECT: G:um·.~'fCE ON EXTRATERRiTORL<U,'lVIIRA1'fDt-\ WARl'f1NGS

Attached please find the guidance which I have found:

1. The latest guidance rhave found is 'a document prepared by the Counterterrorism, Se~tion of' .
the Criminal Divisi~nentitled' Fundamental Princioles Govemim: Extratemtorial Prosecutions-
Jurisdiction, Venue aridProcedural Rights (March 2004)(See pages 15-17).

2. An undated Advice of Rights Form, which was in my files and which rmay have sent to" .'
. agents abroad in thepast in stressed environments with the blessingof the.General Counsel and
.DOl. It is lIlY recollectionthat the issue of extraterritorial Miranda warnings only arose in
stressed environments,' in particular mer the bombings of the American Embassies in Kenyaand .

", Tanzania. - . .' .' ., . ..... -'. ." . . ...' ' ''. '.'

3. A si£ned Mirandawarning which we' used in Kenva 'after' the 'bombing'ofthe Am~ncan .' .. tHe··

Embassy in NaU:pbj' This warpiPo-, was a~proved and ~e~ by the Criminal Di~ision and the FBJ t;c.
General e~u~seLL .' .. ' . '. '. '.

'" .' .
4.·A January 27,2004 E.e. from.OGC to CTD.:

, .

5. A Memorandum date~ January 27, 2004 fro~__---.....-...Ito Valerie Caproni regarding .'
Attorney Client Privileged NLt\terial

I have also checked with ILU, but they have informed me that they don't have anything in their.
files. .
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Rapport~based interviewing is the process of
communic~tion'betweenindivid~als'in which a bond, a'degree
of trust and/or mutual understanding ,is'developed.

During law enforcement and'intelligence-reLited
interviews, a, rapport-based appro~~h has been fQund to be
most' suctessful in obtaining inc~iminating iriformatiop,
corroborating existing information' and developing. new leads.
Rapport,-buildi~g allows an interviewer the oppoz t uni.ty to'
develop a detailed understanding of a subj e ct ;' determine
his/her, ,lJlotivations 'and I identify specific areas of '
vul.nez-ab i Li t y .

A-,r'apport-based approach, is considered to be' more
effective .and reliable than an aggress,ive approach.
Although rapport -based approach is' considered, by some to, 'be
soft and overly polite, :this ,is not necessarii~ the ~as~.

For example, there may be times during interviews in w~ich

the~e is pronounced tensiop, suspicion,' hostility and
Lntenae disagreement., Depending on cIrcumstances I these
reactions may' not be negative and" if exploited correctly, ..
they may actu~lly se'rVe to enhan~~ the, building of '
,rappo:ttj.tr~st between the interViewer, and, subj'ec,t.',

"

" '

De'veLop.Lriq rapport' takes time.. Some agents are more
patient. than others, and some are more. able. The best
·ihterviewers are ones with experience" sens:Lt:Lvi\:Y. and,
'insight.. ~r.oscriptive approaches are .not; the answer and
should be avoided. To 'the extent pos s i.b.Le i vaqent.s should
be encouraged 'to develop'as much background 'informationas,
possible ona case and subject and, on the cultural milieu "
in which i·t occurred before beginning' an interview. ,If" '
detalle~ information is unavaitable, agents should'us~ the
initial stages' of anintervie"'{ as an opportunity to ..obtain,
additional info:qnation which can then be used to create a
specif~c interview plan.

FBI023899CBT
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ALL DOCUMENTS RELATED TO ANY REGULATION, POLICY, PROCEDURE,

MANUAL, GUIDELINE'. MEMORANDUM, DECISION, ADVICE, OR SIMILAR ITEM i~~c
REGARDING CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS BY FBI EMPLOYEES IN OVERSEAS
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MAKE ARRESTS IN SUCH VENUES AND WHICH FBI ATTORNE!1 ~
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HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN PREPARING; AND ALL n:~AFTSOF SUCH DOCUMENTS,
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Full Text Highl.ighted Hit Results Page

. Query interview on document /mioglmiog~intro sectionJ.htm

You can navigate between the hits using the "<c't and "»" tags around a hit.
Clicking "<:<" takes you to the previous hit, clicking "»" takes you to the next hit.

Click to go to the first hit in the document.

New Query

.'

MIOG INTRODUCTION SECTION 1. INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORlTY AND RESPONSIBILITY, :
MIOG INTRODUCTION' SECTION 1. INVESTIGATIVE AUTHORlTY AND RESflONSiBILITY
SENSITIVE

**Efflrte: MCRT#: 0 Div: D9D6 Cav: SecCls:
1-1 AUTHORITY OF'A SPECIAL AGENT

(1) Investigate violations.of the laws, including the
criminal drug laws, of the United States (Title 21, USC, Section

, 871; Title 28, USC; Sections 533,534, and 535;'Title 28, CFR,.
Section 0.85).

. (2) Collect evidence in cases in which the United
Slates is or may be a party in interest (28, CFR, Section 0.85 (a) , ,-
as redelegated through exercise of the .authority contained in 28, "" .

. ICFR, Section/O,.138jto direct personnel in th~'FBI).

(3) Make arrests (Title 18, USC, Sections 3052 and
3062). '

(4) Serve and execute arrest warrants; serve and execute
search warrants and seize property under warrant; .issue and/or serve
administrative subpoenas; serve subpoenas issued by other proper
authority; and make civil investigative demands (Title 18, USC,
Sections 3052,3107; Title 21, USC, Section 876; Title 15, USC;
Section 1312).

(5) Carry firearms (Title 18, USC, Section 305~).

. (6) Administer oaths to witnesses attending ,to testify
or depose in the course of investigations of frauds on or attempts
to defraud the United States or irregularities or.misconduct of '.
employees or agents of the United States (Title 5, USC, Section
303). ' " , . , .

(7) Seize property subject to seizure under the
criminal and civil forfeiture laws of the United States (e.g., Title,
18, USC, Sections 981 and 982).

'."","......
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. (8) Perform other duties. imposed by law.

**EffDte: 05/13/2003 MCRT#: 1272 Div: D9D6 Cav: SecCls:

1-2 INV.ESTIGATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
(l) The FBI is charged with the duty of investigating.

violations of the laws of the United States and collecting evidence
in cases in which the United States is or may be a party in interest,
except in cases in which such responsibility is by statute. or .
otherwise specifically assigned to another investigative agency.
(Title 28, CFR, Section 0.85(a))

(2) In additi~n to the FBI discharging those
· responsibilities with which it is charged by 'statutes, the FBI
expeditiously carries out directives of the President and the

· Attorney General.

. (3) Unless otherwise prohibited by law, the FBI may
initiate a general criminal investigation whenever facts and
circumstances reasonably indicate that a federal crime has been or is
being committed. When the factual predicate does not justify a full
general crimes investigation, but does indicate criminal activity
that warrants further inquiry', a preliminary inquiry may be opened to
deterrriine whether there is a sufficient factual basis to support a'
full investigation:Apart frO:Q1 the authority to open a general .
crimes investigation; .the FBI may initiate a'criminal intelligence' .. '
investigation of enterprises whose members seek either to obtain

.1 monetary or'commercial gains through racketeeringlor terroristl
activities or to further political or social goals through violent .
activities. The conduct of general crimes and criminal intelligence
investigations will be in strict compliance with, and conformity to,
the United States Constitution, the iaws ofthe United States and '.

I their implementing regulations, andlthe Attorney General's GUidelines
Ion General Crimes, Racketeering Enterprise and Terrorism Enterprise
IInvestigations (effective May 30, 2002). (See MIOG, Introduction,
I 1-3·)·1 Results of investigations are furnished. to United States' .

Attorneys and/or the Department of Justice.

(4) Requests for FBI investigations in selected civil
matters in which the United States is or may be a party in interest
may be received from the United States Attorneys and/or the
Department ofJustice. These are handled in strict conformity with

. guidelines furnished by the Department of Justice, as are also
- .investigations of violations of the civil rights, antiriot, election

laws, and antitrust laws. .

. (5) Under no circumstances maya Special Agent ofth~
FBI acting within the scope of hislher employment seek to obtain the
commitment of any individual for psychiatric evaluation or otherwise
become involved in commitment proceedings. Special Agents subpoenaed

·to give testimony at commitment proceedings' must first comply with

.'.

"~-

Page L. aLl!
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the' provisionsof Part 2, Section 6 of this manual. Questions should
be referred to Office of the General Counsel, FBIHQ.

" ,

**EfIDte: 05/13/2003 MCRT#: 1272 Div: D9D6 Cav: SycC1s:

I 1-3 TIm AITORNEY GENERAL'S GUIDELINES ON GENERAL CRIMES, RACKETEERING
ENTERPRISE ANDITERRORISM ENTERPRISEI INVESTIGATIONS (See MIOG, :eart1, Section
92, 100-1.1 , and 266-1 .)

I, IPREAMBLEI

"As the primary criminal investigative agency in the
Ifederal government, thelf'ederal Bureau ofInvestigation (FBI)I
has the authority arid responsibility to investigate all criminal

Iviolationsof federal lawlthat arelnot exclusively assigned to ,
Ianother federal agency. The FBI thus plays a central role inlthe
Ienforcementof federal lawsland in the proper administration of
Ijustice in the United States.jln discharging this function, the
Ihighest priority is to protect the security of the nation and the

,I safety of the American people against the depredations of.terrorists
Iand foreign aggressors.]

"Investigations by the FBI are premised upon the
IIfundamentalIduty.of government to protect the public against general

, crimes, against organized criminal activity and against those who
, . -_.". [wouldlthreaten the fabric of our society through terrorism ormass

. Idestruction. Thatlduty must be performed with care to protect
.individualrights and to insure that investigations are confined to
matters of legitimate law enforcement interest, Thepurpose.of these

. Guidelines, therefore, is to establish a consistent policy in such
Imatters.The Guidelineslwill enablelAgents of the FBI to
perform their duties with greater certainty, confidence and' ' "

IIeffectiveness, and will provide the Americanpeoplewithla firm
, assurance that the FBI is acting properly'under the law, .

I "TheseGuidelinesprovide guidance forigeneral crimes and .
Icrimirial intelligenceinvestigations by the FBLI. The standards and

requirements set forth herein govern the circumstances under which
[lsuch investigationslmay be begun, and the permissible scope, ' '
1duration, subjectmatters, and objectives oflthese investigations.·

,.1 They do not limit activities carried out under other Attorney General
Iguidelinesaddressingsuch matters as investigations and information
Icollection relating to international terrorism, foreign
Icounterintelligence,or foreign intelligence.]

I I"The Introduction that follows explains the background of '
, ·1 the reissuance of these Guidelines, their general approach and

Istructure, and their specific application in furtherance of the FBI's
Icentral mission to protect the United States and its people from acts
Iof terrorism.IPart I sets forth general principles that apply to all
investigations, conducted under these Guidelines. Part II governs

FBI023933CBT
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I investigations undertakentolprevent, solve orlprosecute specific
Iviolationsof federal Iaw.Bubpart A o~PartlIIlgovernslcriminal

intelligence investigations undertaken to obtain information
concerning enterprises which are engaged in racketeering activities.

IISubpartB of Part III governslcriminal intelligence investigations
undertakento obtain informationconcerning enterprises which seek to

[lfurtherlpolitical or sociallgoals through violence <?r which otherwise <,

Iaim to engage in terrorism,orthe commission of terrorism-related
Icrimes. Parts IV through VII discuss authorized investigative
Itechniques, dissemination and maintenance of information,
Icounterterrorism activitiesand other authorized law enforcement
Iactivities, andmiscellaneous matters.]

"TheseGuidelinesare issued under the authority of the
IAttorney General, as provided inlsections 509, 510, 533, and 534 of
Ititle 28, United States Code.] . '

I I"TABLE OFjCON'TENTS

I I"INTRODUCTION

I "A. CHECKING OF LEAPS'AND PRELIMINARY INQUIRlES
I B. FULL INVESTIGATIONS
I C. AUTHORIZEDINvESTIGATIVE TECHNIQuES
I D. OnIERAUTHORIZED ACTIVITIES\

, . ,,':

"I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES

"II. GENERAL CRIMES INVESTIGATIONS

"A. PEFINITIONS
B. PRELIMINARYINQUIRIES
C. INV.ESTIGATIONS

"~II. CRIMINALINTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS
. ,

"A. RACKETEERING ENTERPRlSE INVESTIGATIONS

"1. [Definition]
2: GeneralAuthority
3. Purpose
4. Scope
5. Authorization and Renewal

"B.ITERRORISMENTERPRISEIINVESTIGAnons

"1. GeneralAuthority
2. Purpose '
3. Scope
4. Authorization and Renewal

• - 'f ' • ~-~.". ,- ".. -
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"IV. INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

I "V. DISSEMINATIONIAND MAINTENANCEIOF INFO~TION

I "VI. \COUNTERTERR0E.lSM ACTI:VITIES AND.OTHE~ AUTHORIZATIONS

I "A. COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES

I "I. Information Systems
I 2: VisitingPublic Places and Events

I ' "B. OTHER AUTHORIZATIONS

I "I. GeneralTopical Research
I 2. Use of Online Resources Generally
I 3. Reportsand Assessments >

'.1 4. Cooperationwith Secret Service

I !'C. PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND OTHERLIMITATIONS

I "1.GeneralLimitations
I 2. Maintenanceof Records Under the Privacy Act
I 3. Construction ofPartI

."VII:RE~ERVATION

I I" INTRODUCTION

I "Following the September 11, 2001, terrorist attack on the
IUnited States, the Departmentof Justice carried out a general review
Iof existing guidelines and procedures relating to national security
Iand criminalmatters. The.reissuance of these Guidelines reflects
'I the result of thatreview.' "

I .' "These Guidelines follow previous guidelines in their
I classificationoflevels of investigative actiyity, in their
Iclassification.oftypes of investigations, in their standards for, .

, I initiating investigative activity, and in their identification of
Ipermitted investigative techniques. There are, however.a number of
I changes designed to enhancethe general effectiveness of criminal

,I investigation, to bring the Guidelines into conformity with recent .
I changes in the law, and to facilitate the FBI's central mission of
Ipreventing the commissionof terrorist acts against the United States ,
Iand its people. '

I "Intheir general structure, these Guidelines provide
Igraduated levelsof investigative activity, allowing the FBI the
Inecessary flexibility to act well in advance of the commission of
Iplanned terrorist acts or other federal crimes. The three levels of
I investigativeactivity are: (1) theprompt and extremely limited'
Ichecking of initial leads, (2) preliminary inquiries, and (3) full. , . . .

FBI023935CBT
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"A. CHECKING OF LEADS AND PRELIMINARY INQUIRlES

Iinvestigations. Subject to these Guidelines and other guidelines and.
Ipolicies noted in Part IV below, any lawful investigative technique "
j may be used in full investigations, and with some exceptions, in . ' '.
Ipreliminary inquiries. .

I

I "The lowest level of investigative activity is the 'prompt
Iand extremely limited checking out of initial leads,' which should be
.,undertaken whenever information is received of such a nature that
Isome follow-up as to the possibility of criminal activity is

, Iwarranted. This limited activity should be conducted with an eye
I toward promptly determining whether further investigation (either.a
[preliminary inquiry or a full investigation) should be condu~ted.

I "The next level of investigative activity, a preliminary
I inquiry, should be undertaken when there is information or an

,Iallegation which indicates the possibility of criminal activity and
1 whose responsible handling requires some further scrutiny beyond
Ichecking initial leads. This authority allows FBI agents to respond
Ito information that is ambiguous or incomplete. Even where the ,
Iavailable information meets only this threshold, the range of .

.1 available investigative techniques is broad. These Guidelines .
'1 categorically prohibit only mail opening and' nonconsensual electronic
I surveillance at this stage. Other methods, including the development
[of sources'and informants and.undercover activities' and operations;
Iare permitted in preliminary inquiries. The tools available to ' :
Idevelop information sufficient forthe commencement of a full '
I investigation, or determining that one isnot.merited - the purpose
Iof a preliminary inquiry, - should be fully employed, consistent with
I these Guidelines, with a view toward preventing terrorist activities.

I ' "Whether it is appropriate to open a preliminary inquiry
, immediately, or instead to engage first in a limited checking out of
I leads, depends on the circumstances presented. If, for example, an
Iagent receives an allegation that an individual or group has . .
Iadvocated the commission of criminal violence, and no other facts' are
Iavailable, an appropriate firststep would be checking out of leads
I to determine whether the individual, group, or members of the
I audience have the apparent ability or intent to carry out the
Iadvocated crime. A similar response would be appropriate on the
I, basis ofnon-verbal conduct of an ambiguous character - for: example,
Iwhere a report is received that an individual has accumulated .
I explosives that could be used either in a legitimate business or to
I commit a terrorist act. Where the limited checking out 0{ leads
Idiscloses a possibility or reasonable indication of criminal
Iactivity, a preliminary inquiry Of full investigation may then be
I initiated. However, if the available information shows at the outset
I that the. threshold standard for a preliminary inquiry or full
I investigation is satisfied, then the appropriate investigative ,
[activity may be initiated immediately, without progressing through

.. ~ _. '.

FBJ023936CBT
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I~ore limited investigative stages.

" . "The application of these Guidelines' standards for
I inquiries merits special attention in cases that involve. efforts by
I individuals or groups to obtain, for no apparent reason, biological,
Ichemical, radiological, or nuclear materials whose use orpossession
Iis constrained by such statutes as 18 U.S.C. 175,229, or 8~1.For
Iexample, FBI agents are not required to possess information relating
Ito an individual's intended criminal use of dangerous biological .

'. Iagents or toxins prior to initiating investigative activity. On the
Icontrary, ifan individual or group has attempted to obtain such,

.1 materials, or has indicated a desire to acquire them, and the reason
I is not apparent, inv.estigative action, such as conducting a checking

, lout of leads or initiating a preliminary inquiry, may be appropriate
·1 to determine whether there is a legitimate purpose for the possession
, ofthe materials by the individual or group. Likewise, where .
I individuals or groups engage ,in efforts to acquire or show an .
Iinterestin acquiring, without apparent reason, toxic chemicals or
, their precursors or radiological or nuclear materials, investigative

,j Iaction to determine whether there isa legitimate purpose may-be
Ijustified. .

I. "B. FULL INVESTIGATIONS

I , "These Guidelines provide for two types of fiill :
-.C· I investigations: general.crimes investigations (part Ilbelow) and .

'/ criminal intelligence investigations (part III below). The choice of
Ithe type of investigation depends on the information and the .
/ investigative focus. A general crimes investigation maybe initiated

.1 where facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that a federal crime
Ihas been, is being, or will be committed. Preventing future criminal
Iactivity, as well as solving and prosecuting crimes that have already
Ioccurred, is an explicitly authorized objective of general crimes
I investigations. The 'reasonableindication' threshold for'
Iundertaking such an investigation is substantiallylower than
Iprobable cause. In addition, preparation to commit a criminal act
Ican itselfbe a current criminal violation under the conspiracy or

'. Iattempt provisions of federal criminal law.or other provisions
Idefining preparatory crimes, such as 18 U.S.C. 373 (solicitation.ofa
Icrime of violence) or 18 U.S.C. 2339A (including provision of
Imaterial support in preparation for a terrorist crime). Under these
IGuidelines, a general crimes investigation is warranted where there
Iis not yet a current substantive or preparatory crime, but where
Ifacts or circumstances reasonably indicate that such a crime will
Ioccur in the future.

.-:<:

, I "The second type of full investigation authorized under
,Ithese Guidelines is the criminal intelligence investigation. The
Ifocus of criminal intelligence investigations is the group or
Ienterprise, rather than just individual participants and specific
Iacts. The immediate purpose of such an investigation is to obtain .

FBI023937CBT
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I information concerning thenature and structure of the enterprise -
I including information relating to the group'smembership, finances,
Igeographical dimensions, past and future activities, and goals - with
Ia view toward detecting, preventing, and prosecuting the enterprise's
Icriminal activities. Criminal intelligence investigations, usually .

. Iofa long-term nature, may provide vital intelligence to help prevent
I terrorist acts.

I 11Authorized criminal intelligence investigations are oftwo
I types:' racketeering enterprise investigations '(Part III. A) arid' .
I terrorism enterprise investigations (Part III. B). A racketeering
I enterprise investigation may be initiated when facts, or circumstances
Ireasonably indicate that two or more persons are engaged ill a pattern
Iof racketeering activity as defined .inthe Racketeer Influenced and
ICorrupt Organizations Act (RICO). However, the,USA PATRIOT ACT
I (Public Law 107-56) expanded the predicate acts for RICO to include
I the crimes most likely to be committed by terrorists 'and their '
Isupporters, as described in 18 D.S.C. 2332b(g)(5)(B). To maintain
'I uniformity in the standards and procedures for criminal intelligence
I investigations relating to terrorism, investigations premised on
Iracketeering activity involving offenses described in 18 U.S.C.
I2332b(g)(5)(B) are subject to the provisions for terrorism enterprise
I investigations rather than those for racketeering enterprise
I investigations. ' .

. .' .
-v-"'I~'A terrorismenterpriseinvestigation may, be initiated when .

'I facts 'or circumstances reasonably indicate that two or more persons,
, , are engaged in an enterprise for the purpose of: (1) furthering "
Ipolitical or social goals wholly or in part through activities that '
1 involve force or violence and a federal crime, (2) engaging in
Iterrorism as defined in 18 U.S.C. 2331(1) or (5) that involves a ,
Ifederal crime, or (3). committing any offense described inIS U.S.C.
I2332b(g)(5)(B). As noted above;criminal intelligence investigations
Ipremised on a pattern of racketeering activity involving ail 18 U:S.C:
'I 2332b(g)(5)(B) offense are also treated as terrorism enterprise
Iinvestigations.

, . "As with the other types of full investigations'authorized
Iby these Guidelines, any lawful investigative technique may be used
I in terrorism enterprise investigations, including the development of
I· sources and informants and undercover activities and operations. The
I 'reasonable indication' standard for commencing a terrorism ' ,
Ienterprise investigation is the same as that for general crimes and .'
Iracketeering enterprise investigations. As noted)l.boJle~ it is _., ...... ,
Isubstantially lower than probable cause,

I "In practical terms, the 'reasonable indication' standard
I for opening a criniinal intelligence investigation of an enterprise in
I the terrorism context could be satisfied in a number of ways. In
Isome cases satisfaction of the'standard will be apparent on the basis
Iof direct evidence of an enterprise's involvement in 'or planning for
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. I the commission of a federal offense involving the use of force or
Iviolence to further political or social goals, terrorism as defined
I in 18 U.S.C. 2331(1) or (5), or a crime described in 18 U.S.C.
I2332b(g)(5)(B); For example, direct information may be available

., about.statements'made in furtherance of an enterprise's objectives
Iwhich show a purpose ofcommitting such crimes or securing their
Icommission by others.

I "In other cases,'the nature of the conduct engaged in by an
I enterprise will justify an inference.that the standard is satisfied,
Ieven ifthere are no known statements by participants that advocate
lor indicate planning for violence or other prohibited acts. For
Iexample, 'suchactivities as attempting to obtain dangerous biological

. .1 agents, toxic chemicals, or nuclear materials, or stockpiling
Iexplosives or weapons, with no discernible lawful purpose, may be
I sufficient to reasonably indicate that an enterprise aims to engage

.I in terrorism. . .

I "Moreover, a group's activities and the statements of its
Imembers may properly be considered in conjunction with each other. A
Icombination of statements and activities may justify a .determination
I that the threshold standard for a terrorism enterprise investigation
I is satisfied, even if the statements alone' or the activities alone

·1 would not warrant such a determination.

r:. '. "Whileno particular factor or'coinbination'offa:ctors-is
Irequired, considerationsthat will generally be relevant to the
Idetermination whether the threshold standard fora terrorism'
I'enterprise investigationis satisfied include, as noted, a group's

'1 statements, its activities; and the nature ofpotential federal
Icriminal lawviolations suggested by-its statements or activities.':
IThus, where there are grounds for inquiry concerning a group, it may
Ibe helpful to gather information about these matters, and then to
Iconsider whether these factors, either, individually or in ,
1combination, reasonably indicate that the group is pursuing terrorist
Iactivities or objectives as defmed in the threshold standard.
IFindings that would weigh in favor of such a conclusion include, for
Iexample, the following: .

Page 90f31

I "(I).THREATS OR ADVOCACY OF VIOLENCE OR OTHER COVERED
I CRIMINAL ACTS:' ' .

I Statements are made in relation to or in furtherance ofan
I_enterprise's-political or social objectives that threaten or
I advocate the use of force or violence, or statements are
I made in furtherance of an enterprise that otherwise threaten

.1 or advocate criminal conduct within the scope of 18 U.S.C.
I 2331(1) or (5) or 2332b(g)(5)(B), which may concern such
I matters as (e.g.):

I "(i) engaging in attacks involving or threatening massive loss of

FBl023939CBT
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The enterprise macifests an apparent ability or intent to

"(2) APPARENT ABILITY OR INTENT TO CARRY OUT VIOLENCE OR
OTHERCOVE~D ACTIVITIES: .

"(iv) depriving individuals ofany rights secured by the
Constitution or laws of the United States.

. .

"(ii)killing or injuring federal personnel, destroying federal'
facilities, or defying lawful federal authority;

I life or injury, mass destruction, or endangerment of the
I national security;

I
I

I "(iii)killing, injuring or intimidating individuals because of
,I their status as United States nationals or persons, or '
'I because of their national origin, race, color, religion, or
I sex; or '

I
I

I
I

I
I carry out violence or other activities within the scope of
I 18 U.S.C. 2331(1) or (5) or 2332b(g)(5)(B), e.g.

I "(i) by acquiring, or taking steps towards acquiring, biological
I agents or toxins, toxic chemicalsor their precursors,

·1 radiologicalor nuclear materials, explosives, or other
I destructive or dangerousmaterials (or plans or.formulas for
I suchniaterialS),:oy'weapons, under circumstances.where, by':...: .... <
I reason of the quantity or character of the items, the lawful
I purpose of the acquisition is not apparent; . .

. "(iii) by, paramilitary training; .or

"(3) POTENTIAL FEDERAL CRIME:

"(iv) by other conduct demonstrating an apparent ability or intent
to injure or intimidate individuals, or to interfere with
the exercise of their constitutional or statutory .
rights.

I ."(ii) by the creation, maintenance, or support of an armed .
I paramilitary organization; ,

I

I
I

:1
J

I

I The group's statements or'activities suggest potential
I federal criminal violations that may be relevant in applying
I. UJ,e standard for initiating a terrorism enterprise.' , __ . ....;.,.
I investigation - such as crimes under the provisions of the
'j U.S. Code that set forth specially defined terrorism or
I support-of-terrorismoffenses, or that relate to such
I matters as aircraft hijacking or destruction, attacks on
I transportation, communications,or energy facilities or
I systems, biological or chemical weapons, nuclear or
I radiological materials, civil rights violations,

FBI023940CBT
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assassinations or other violence against federal officials
I or facilities, or explosives (e.g., the offenses listed in
I 18 U.S.C. 2332b(g)(5)(B) or appearing insuch provisionsas
I 18 U.S:C. 111, 115,231,241,245" or 247).

I "C. AUTHORIzED INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES

I· ' "All lawful investigative techniques may be used in general
Icrimes, racketeering enterprise, and terrorism enterprise'
I investigations. in preliminary inquiries, these Guidelines bar the
Iuse ofmail openings and nonconsensual electronic surveillance
I (including all techniques covered by chapter 119 oftitle 18; United
IStates Code), but do not categorically prohibit the use ofany other
I lawful investigative technique at that stage. As set forth in Pa.I1 ,
IIV below, authorized methods ill investigations include, among others,
Iuse of confidential informants, undercover activities and operations,
1nonconsensual electronic surveillance, pen registers and trap and
I trace devices, accessing stored wire and electronic communications
Iand transactional records; consensual electronic monitoring, and
Isearches and seizures, All requirements for the use of such methods'
Iunder the Constitution, applicable statutes, and Department

, Iregulations or poli~ies must, of course, be observed.

I "D. OTHER AUTHORIZED ACTJVITIES

,I ", "Current counterterrorism priorities 'and the.advent of the
,I Internet have raised a number of issues which, did not exist inany ,
Icomparable form when the last general revision of these Guidelines ,
Iwas. carried out in 1989 - a time long preceding.the September II'
Iattack's disclosure of the full magnitude of the terrorist threat to ,

·1 the United States, and a time in which' the Internet was not available '
1 ill any developed form as a source of information for counterterrorism
Iand other anti-crime purposes. Part VI of these Guidelines is', .

, Idesigned to provide clear authorizations and statements of governing
Iprinciples for a number ofirnportant activities that affect-these'
1 areas. Among other things, Part VI makes it clear that the .
1 authorized law enforcement activities of the FBIincIude: (i)
Ioperating and participating in counterterrorism information systems,
I.such as the Foreign Terrorist Tracking Task Force (VI. A(l)); (ii)
Ivisiting places and events which are open to the public for the '

,Ipurpose or detecting or preventing terrorist activities (VI. A(2);
I-(iii) carrying out general topical research, such as searching online
Iunder terms like 'anthrax' or 'smallpox' to obtain publicly available
1information.about agents that may be used In bioterrorism attacks
I (VI. B(l)); (iv) surfmg the Internet as any member ofthe public
Imight do to identify, e.g., public websites, bulletin boards, and
Ichat rooms in which bomb making instructions, child pornography, or"
Istolen credit card information is openly traded or disseminated, and
Iobserving information open to public view in such forums to detect
I terrorist activities and other criminal activities (VI. B(2)); (v)
Ipreparing general reports and assessments relating to terrorism or

. -'. ~
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1 other criminal activities in support of strategic planning and
Iinvestigative operations (VI. B(3)); and (vi) providing investigative
Iassistance to the Secret Service in support of its protective
Iresponsibilities (VI. B(4)).

"I. GENERAL PRlNCIPLES (See ~OG, Part 1, lOO~1.2.3 .)

"Preliminary inquiries and investigations governed by
these Guidelines are .conducted for the purpose ofpreventing,

Idetecting, or prosecuting violations of federallaw.jThe FBI shall
Ifully utilize the inethods authorized by these Guidelines to maximize

.Ithe realization of these objectives] .
, ,

" ' I"The conduct.ofpreliminary inquiries and ' ,
I investigations may present choices between the use of investigative
Imethods which are more or less intrusive, considering such factors
[as the effect on the privacy of individuals and potential damage
1 to reputation. Inquiries and investigations shall be conducted with
ras little intrusion asthe needs of the situation permit. It is '
1recognized, however, that the choice of techniques is a matter or'
Ijudgment. The FBI shall not hesitate to use any lawful techniques
1 consistent with these Guidelines, even if intrusive, where the
I intrusiveness is warranted in light ofthe seriousness of a crime

.l or thestrength of the information indicating its commission or
Ipotentialfuture commission.. This point is to be particularly
'I observed'in the investigation of'terrorist crimes and in the , " ',','
"I investigation of enterprises that engage in. terrorism.IAll

preliminary inquiries shall be conducted pursuant to the General
ICrimes Guidelines I(i.e., Part II of these Guidelinesj.] There is .no
1separate provision' forlpreliminary inquirieslunder the Criminal: .
IIntelligence Guidelineslti.e., Part III ofthese 'Guidelines) because
Ipreliminary inquiries under Part'll may be carried out not only to '
Idetermine whether the grounds exist to commence a general 'crimes
1 investigation under Part II, but alternatively or in addition to
1 determine whether the grounds exist to commence a racketeering

-I enterprise investigation or terrorism enterprise, investigation under
IPart IlI.I A preliminary inquiry shall be promptly terminated when it
becomes apparent that a full investigation is not warranted. If, on

- the basis of information, discovered in the course of a preliminary
. .inquiry, an investigation is warranted, it may be conducted as a

general crimes investigation, or a criminal intelligence
investigation, or both. All such investigations, however, shall be
based on a reasonable factual predicate and shallhave a valid law
enforcement purpose. ~ .....-.:....

"In its efforts to anticipate or prevent crime, the FBI'
must at times initiate investigations in advance of criminal conduct.
It is important that such investigations not be based solely on
activities protected by the First Amendment or orr the lawful exercise
of any other rights secured bythe Constitution or laws of the United

. States. When, however, statements a4vocate criminal activity or

-..""-'"
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indicate an apparent intent to engage in crime', particularly crimes of
violence, an investigation under these Guidelines may be warranted
unless it is apparent, from the circumstances or the context in which
the statements are made, that there is no prospect of harm.

, ,

"Generai crimes investigations and criminal intelligence
investigations shall be terminated when all logical leads ha.ve been
exhausted and no legitimate law enforcement interest justifies their
continuance.

i "Nothing in theseGuidelineslprohibitslthe FBI from
IIascertaining the general scope and nature of criminal activity in

" ta particular location or sector 'of the economy, orlfrom collecting and
, .maintaining publicly available information consistent with the Privacy

Act. .

, ,

" II. GENERAL CRIMES INVESTIGATIONS

"A. DEFINITIONS

"(1) 'Exigent circumstances' are circumstances
requiring action before authorization otherwise necessary under these
guidelines can reasonably be obtained, in order to protect life or
substantial property interests; to apprehend, or identify ,a fleeing
offender; to prevent the hiding, destruction or alteration of .
evidence;' or to avoidother serious impairment or'hindfanceof an ..
investigation.

"(2) 'Sensitive criminal matter' is any alleged
criminal conduct involving corrupt action by a public 'official or
political candidate, the activities of a foreign government, the
activities ofa religious organization or a primarily political

.organization or.the related activities of any individual prominent in
such an organization, or the activities of the news media; and any

, other matter which in the judgment of a Special Agent in Charge (SAC) ,
Ishould be brought to the attention of the Unitedlstateslartomey or

other appropriate official in the Department of Justice, as well as
FBI Headquarters (FBIHQ)~ .

','E. PRELINllNARY INQUIRIES

"(1) On some occasions the FBI may receive information or an
allegation not warranting a full investigation -- because there is not

-yet a-ceasonable indication' of criminal activities -- but whose
, responsible handling requires some further scrutiny beyond the prompt

and extremely limited checking out,of initial leads. In such
circumstances, though the factual predicate for an investigation has

Inot been met, the FBI may initiate ani'inquiry' inlresponse to the
allegation or information indicating the possibility of criminal

, activity.

'..,;.-
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.'This authority to conduct inquiries short of 3; full
investigation allows the government to respond in a measured way to

Iambiguous or incompletelinformation withlas little intrusion as the , '
needs of the situation permit. This, is especially important in such,
areas as white-collar crime where no complainant is involved or when
an allegation or information is received-from a source of unknown

Ireliability.jSuchinquiries are subject to the limitations on
Iduration under paragraph (3) below and are, carried out to obtainlthe

information necessary to make an informed judgement as to whether a
full investigation is warranted:

"A preliminary inquiry is not a required step when facts or
circumstances reasonably indicating criminal activity are already
available; insuch cases, afull investigation can.be immediately .
opened. . ' ,

""(2) The FBI supervisor authorizing all inquiry shall
assure that the allegation or other information which warranted the
inquiry .has been recorded in writing. In sensitive criminal matters

, the United States Attorney or an appropriate Department of Justice
official shall be notified of the basis for an inquiry as soon as
practicable after the' opening of the inquiry~ and the -fact of
notification shall be recorded in writing.

I· , "(3) Inquiries shall be completed withinll Sflldays after.
"ifi.itiatlon ofthe firstinvestigative step: The date ofthe , ' --
first investigative step is not necessarily the same date on which the
first incoming information or allegation was received. An extension

Ioftime in an inquiry for succeedinglvu-daylperiods may belgranted.
IA?nl SAC may grant up to two extensions based on astatement ofthe '
Ireasons why further investigative steps are.warranted when there is
Ino 'reasonable indication' of criminal activity. All extensions
Ifollowing the second extension may only be granted by FBI Headquarters
Iupon receipt of a written request and such a statement of reasons.I '.

I "(4) [The choice of investigative techniques in an inquiry is a
·1 matter ofjudgrnent, which should take account of: (i) the objectives' '
Iof the inquiry and available investigative resources, (ii) the
Iintrusiveness of a technique; considering such factors as the effect
Ion the privacy of individuals. and potential damage to reputation,
I(iii) the seriousness of the possible crime, and (iv) the strength of
Ithe information indicating its existence of future commission. Where
Ithe conduct of an inquiry presents a choice between the use of more or
Hess intrusive methods, the FBLshould consider whether the
Iinformation could be obtained in a timely and effective way by the
I less intrusive means. The FBI should not hesitate to use any lawful
I techniques consistentwith these Guidelines in an inquiry; even if
I intrusive, where the intrusiveness is warranted in light of the
I seriousness of the possible crime or the strength of the information
I indicating its existence or future commission. This.point is tobe
Iparticularly observed in,inquiries relating to possible terrorist .

" _._'~ . _.~ .. -_.
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I "(S) [All lawful investigative techniques may be used in an
I inquiry except'] .

I In(a)1 Mail openings[andl

I InCb)1 Nonconsensual electronic surveillance.or any'
Iother investigative technique covered bylchapter 119 of title 18,
IUnited States Code (18 U.S.C. 2510-2522).L ,

n(6) The following investigative techniques may be,
used in an inquiry without any prior authorization from a supervisory
agent: '

il(a) Examination 6fFBI indices and files;

"(b) Examination of records available to the public'
and other public sources of information;

"(c) Examination of available federal, state and
local government records;

"(d) «Interview». ofthe complainant, previously
·1 established informants, andlother sources of information;I '

n{e) «Interview» of the potential subject; .'

. "(f) «Interview». ofpersons who should readily be able, .
to corroborate or deny the truth of the allegation, except this does, .
not include pretext interviews or interviews of a potential subject's ,
employer or coworkers unless the interviewee was the complainant;

[jand] ' .

neg) Physical or photographic surveillance of any
person.

"The use of any other lawful investigative technique
that is permitted in an inquiry shall meet the requirements and

I limitations of Part IV and, except in exigent circumstances.lrequires]
Iprior approval by a supervisory agent. .

!'(7) Where a preliminary inquiry fails to disclose
.sufficient information to justify an investigation; the FBI shall
terminate the inquiry and make a record of the closing. In a "
sensitive criminal matter, the FBX shall notify the United ,States .

,Attorney of the closing and record the fact of notification in .
writing. Information on an inquiry which has been closed shall be

I available on request to a: United States Attorney orlhis or her]
designee or an appropriate Department of Justice official.

Page D ot::31
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"(8) All requirements regarding inquiries shall .
apply to reopened inquiries. In sensitive criminal matters, the .
United States Attorney or the appropriate Department of Justice
official shall be notified as soon as practicable after the reopening
of an .inquiry.. '

",C. INVESTIGATIONS

(
Page 16 of31

"(1) A general crimes investigation may-be initiated
by the FBI when facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that a
federal crime has been, is being, or will be committed. ,The

,I investigation may be conducted to prevent, solvelor] prosecute such
, criminal activity. ..

"The standard ofireasonable indication' is substantially lower
than probable cause. III determining whether there is reasonable '
,indication of a federal criminal violation, a Special Agent may take
into account any facts or circumstances ,that a prudent investigator
would consider, However.the standard does require specific facts or .

Icircumstances indicating a past, current orlfuture] violation. There
must be an objective, factual basis for initiating the investigation;
a mere hunch is insufficient. .

"(2) Where a criminal act may-be committed in the
.1 future, preparation for that actlcan bela,.current criminal violation

.' "r Under the conspiracyor attempt provisions of federal criminalllaw - - .
Iorother provisions defining preparatory crimes, such as 18 U.S.C. 373' ,
I (solicitation of a crime ofviolence) or 18 U.S.C. 2339A (including

·1 provision ofmaterial support in preparationfor a terrorist crime).
IThe standard for opening an-investigation is satisfied where there is
Inot yet acurrent substantive or,preparatory crime, but facts or .
Icircumstances reasonably indicate that such a.crime will occur in the
Ifuture.] "

"(3) The FBI supervisor authorizing an investigation
shall assure that the facts.or circumstances meeting the standard' of
reasonable indication have been recorded in writing, .

"In sensitive criminal matters, as defined in paragraph A(2), the
United States Attorney or an appropriate Department of ,

IJusticelofficial, as well as FBlliQ,lshall be notified in writing of
the basis for an investigation as soon as practicable. after
commencement of the investigation.

, "(4) The Special Agent conducting an investigation
. shall maintain periodic written or oral contact with the appropriate
.federal prosecutor, as circumstances require and as requested by the
prosecutor.

"When, during an investigation, a matter appears to
Iarguablyltolwarrant prosecution, the Special Agent shall present the

FBI023946CBT
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relevant facts to'the appropriate federal prosecutor. In every
. sensitive criminalmatter, the FBI shall notify the appropriate
federal prosecutorof the termination of an investigation within 30
days of such termination.Information on investigations which have
been closedshall be available on request to a United States Atto:r;ney

Iorlhis or.herldesignee or an appropriate Department of Justice
official.

. "(5) When a serious matter investigated by the FBI
is referred to state or local authorities for prosecution, the FBI,
insofar as resourcespermit.shall promptly advise the federal
prosecutor in writing if the state or local authorities decline ,
prosecutionorfail to commence prosecutive action within 120 days.,

, Where an FBI field office cannot provide this follow-up, the SAC shall
so advise the-federal prosecutor. , '.

. ';(6) When credible information is received concerning serious
criminal activitynot within the FBI investigative jurisdiction, the .
FBI field office shall promptly transmit the information or refer the
complainantto the law enforcement agencies having jurisdiction, '
except where disclosurewould jeopardize an ongoing investigation,

,endanger the safety of an individual, disclose the identity of an
" informant,interferewith an informant's cooperation, or reveal

,legaliy privilegedinformation. If full disclosure is 'not made for
the reasons indicated,then whenever feasible the FBI field office
shall makeat least limited disclosure 'to-the law enforcement-agency - 
havingjurisdiction,and full disclosure shall be made as soon as the
need for restricting disseminationis no longer present. Where fiJ.11
disclosureis not made to the appropriate law enforcement agencies
'within 180 days, the FBI field office shall promptly notify FBI
Headquarters in writing of the facts and circumstances concerning.the
criminalactivity.The FBI shall make a-periodic report to the Deputy
Attorney Generalon such nondisclosure and incomplete disclosures, in

la form suitableto pr?tect the identity oflinformants.]

" III. CRIMINAL INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS,

"Thissection authorizes the FBI to conduct criminal
I intelligence investigationsof certainlenterprises.]These
investigationsdiffer from general crimes investigations, authorized

.... .: ..
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by Section II, in several important respects. As a general rule, an
investigation of a completed criminal act is.normally confined to
determining who committed that act and with securing evidence to
establish the elementsof the particular offense. It is, in this . .
respect, self-defining.An intelligence investigation.of an ongoing"
criminal enterprisemust determine the size and composition of the
group involved, its geographic dimensions, its past acts and intended
criminal goals, and its capacity for harm. While a standard criminal
investigationterminateswith the decision to prosecute or not to
prosecute-the investigation of a criminal enterprise does not
necessarily end, even thoughone or more of the participants may have. .

been prosecuted.
, ,

"In addition, theorganization provides a life and
'continuity of operationthat arenot normally foundin a regular
criminal activity.As a consequence, these investigations may

Icontinue for several years. [Furthermore, thelfocus of such
investigations 'may be lessprecise than that .directedagainst more
conventional types of crime.' United States v. United States District
Court, 407 U.S"297, 322 (1972). Unlike the usual criminal case,
there may be no'completed offense to provide a framework for the:
investigation.It often requires the fitting together of bits and, '
pieces of information, manymeaningless by themselves, to determine,
whether a pattern ofcriminal activity exists. For this reason, the
investigation is broaderand less discriminate than usual, involving

... 'the interrelation_of various sources and types ,of information.\ I~. ' ' .

"Members Ofgroups ororganizations acting in concert to
. violate the law present a grave threat to society. An investigation,

of organizationalactivity, however, may present special problems, ,
particularly Where it dealswith politically.motivated acts. There
is 'often ... a convergence of First arid Fourth Amendment values,' in

Isuch matters that is 'notlpresentlin cases 'ofordinary' crime.' [Id,
Iat 313.1 Thus, special caremust be exercised in sorting out protected
,activities from those whichmay.lead to violence or serious disruption
I of society. 'Asaconsequence, the guidelines establish safeguardsfor
group investigationsof special sensitivity, including tighter
management controls andhigher levels of review..

.~. &.... .... -- •..•.. ··t:-,"

"A. RACKETEERING ENTERPRISE INVESTIGATIONS (See WaG, Part 1, 92-8,
19473.7.f . ' ,

"This sectionfocuses on investigations of organized.'
-I crime. It is concernedWithlthelil),vestigation of entire enterprises,
Irather thanljustlindividual participantslandlspecific'criminal acts,
and authorizes investigations to determine the structure and scope of ,

Ithe enterprise, as well as the relation,ship of thelmembers.]

"1. Definition

Racketeeringactivity is any offense, including

FBI023948CBT
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Iialviolation of state law, encompassed, by the Racketeer Influenced
Iand Corrupt Organizations Actl(RlCO),118 U.S.C. 1961(1):. .

"2. GeneralAuthority

I "a.IA racketeering. enterprise investigation. .
. Imay be initiated when factsor circumstances reasonably indicate that
Itwo or more person~ are engaged in a pattern of racketeering activity .
Ias defined in the RICO statute, 18 U:S.C. 1961(5). However, if the
Ipattern of racketeering activity involves an offense or offenses .
'I described in 18 U.S.C .. 2332b(g)(5)(B), the investigation shall be
Ideemed a terrorism,enterprise investigation and shall be subject to

.1 the standards and procedures of SubpartB of this Part in lieu of
Ithose set forth in this Subpart. The standard of 'reasonable
[indication' is identical to that governing the initiation of a general
Icrimes investigation under Part 11.1

'..
:::

.1 . .. "b.j/urthority to conduct racketeering
Ienterprise investigations is in addition to general crimes
I investigative authority under Part II, terrorism enterprise
Iinvestigative authority under Subpart B of this Part, and activities
Iunder other Attorney General guidelines addressing such matters as
Iinvestigations and information collection relating to international
Iterrorism, foreign counterintelligence, or foreign intelligence. .:

·1 Information warranting initiation.of a racketeering enterprise
.: [investigation may be obtained audhgthe course" ora'generalcnmes

I inquiry or investigation, a terrorism enterprise investigation, or an
Iinvestigation under other Attorney General guidelines. Conversely, a
Iracketeering enterprise investigation may yield information warranting
Ia general crimes inquiry or investigation, a terrorism enterprise

,I investigation, or an investigation under.other Attorney General ' .
Iguidelines.] . .

, "3. Purpose

, The immediate purpose of a racketeering
enterprise investigation is to obtain information concerning the

" nature and structure ofthe enterprise, as specifically delineated in
Iparagraphl-l.lbelow, with a view to the longer range objective of
detection, prevention, and prosecution of the criminal activities of
Ithe enterprise.

"4. Scope

"a. A racketeering enterprise investigation
properly initiated unde~ these guidelines may collect such information
as:

'!(i) the members ofthe enterprise and
other persons likely to be knowingly acting 'in the furtherance of

FBI023949CBT
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racketeering activity, provided that the information concerns such
persons' activities on behalf of or in furtherance of the enterprise;

"(ii) the finances of the enterprise;

"(iii). the geographical dimensions of the
enterprise; and

"(iv)the past and future activities and
goals of the enterprise:

"b. In obtaining the' foregoing information, any
lawful investigative technique-may be used, ill accordance with the
requirements of Part IV." .

"5. Authorizationand Renewal

.."a. A racketeering enterprise investigation may'
Ibe authorizedby thelSpecial Agent inCharge, with notification. to
IFBIHQ,ltipon a writtenrecommendation setting forth the facts and

. Icircumstances reasonably indicating/that the standard ofparagraph
I2.a. is satisfied.I .

I Iltb. The Flslshall notify the Organized Crime .
[and RacketeeringSection of the Criminal Division and any affected
IUiiitedStates Attorney's office of the opening of aracketeering
Ienterpriseinvestigation:On receipt of such notice, the Organized .
ICrime and Racketeering Sectionshall immediatelynotify the Attorney
I Generaland the Deputy Attorney General. In all racketeering
Ieriterprise investigations, the..Chiefofthe Organized Crime and
IRacketeering Sectionmay, as he or she deems necessary, request the
I.FBI to pro:vide a report on the status ofthe investigation] ...

I. Iltc.1 A racketeering enterprise investigation
Imay be initiallyauthorizedfor a period of up tela year] An ..
investigation may be continuedupon renewed authorization for

Iadditionalperiods each not to exceedla year.] Renewal authorization
I shall be obtainedfrom thelSAC with notification to FBIHQ. The FBI
Ishall notify the OrganizedCrime and Racketeering Section of any
Irenewal, and the OrganizedCrime and Racketeering Section shall
I immediately notifythe Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney
IGeneral.]

...'~-"

I Iltd.l· Investigations shall be reviewed by the
L1SACIon or before the.expirationof the period for which the
investigationand each renewal thereof is authorized.

I Ilte·l An investigation which has been terminated
may be reopened' upon a showing of the same standard and pursuant to
the same procedures as required for initiation of an investigation.

FBI023950CBT
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I ' .I"f. In additionto theauthority.of Special,
IAgents in Charge under this paragraph, the Director of the FBI, and
Iany Assistant Director or senior Headquarters official designated
Iby the Director, may' authorize, renew, review, and reopen racketeering
Ienterprise investigations in conformity with the standards of this
Iparagraph]

I "B.,ITERRORISM ENTERPRlSE\INVESTIGATIONS (See 1\1IOG, Part 1,100-1.2.)

I "This section focuses on investigations oflenterprises that seek
Ito further political or social goalslthrough activities that involve'
r force orlviolence, or that otherwise aim to engage in terrorism OJ;
Iterrorism-relatedcrimes, Like the section addressinglracketeering
'enterprise investigations, it is concerned with the investigation of

Ientire enterprises, rather thanjustlindividual participants and
specific criminal acts, and authorizes investigations to determine the
structure and scope of the enterprise as well as the relationshipof
the members.

"I. GeneralAuthority (See MIOG, Part), .100-1.2.2 .)'

I "a. Alterrorismeriterpriselinvestigation
Imay be initiatedlwhen factslorcircumstances reasonably indicate
. that two or more persons are engaged in an enterprise for the purpose
Iof: l(i)lfurthering political or social goalswholly or in part

· r throughactivities thatiiivolve force or violenceaiid aviolationlof
I federal criminal law, (ii) engaging in terrorism as defined in 18
IU.S.C. 2331(1) or (5) that involves aviolation offederal criminal
I law, or (iii) committing any offense described inl S U.S.C. ,
I2332b(g)(5)(B). A terrorism enterprise investigation may also be
I initiated when facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that two or
Imore persons are engaged in a pattern ofracketeering activity as
Idefined in the RICO statute, 18 U.S.C 1961(5), that involves an' "
Ioffense or offenses described in 18 U.S.C. 2332b(g)(5)(B).1 The

standard of 'reasonable indication' is identical to that governing
the initiation ofa general crimes investigation under Part II. In' .

. determining whether an investigation should be conducted, the FBI
Ishall consider all ofthe circumstances including: l(i)lthe magnitude'
Iof the threatened harrn;l(ii)lthe likelihood it will occur;l(iii)/the

· I immediacy of the threat; andl(iv) any Idanger to privacylorlfree
expression posed by an investigation. . '

· I lib. Authority to conductlterrorism enterprise]
I investigationslis inladdition to general crimes investigative
[authority under Part II, racketeering enterpriselinvestigative
I authority under SU:bp~.Aof this Part and activities under other
, Attorney General guidelines addressing such matters as investigations
I and information collection relating to international terrorism,
I foreign counterintelligence.ior foreign intelligence.IInformation

. [warranting initiation ofla terrorism enterprise investigationlmay be
Iobtainedlduringlthe course of a general crimes inquiry or

.. -t::.' .

....... ' .-.. '.
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I. investigation, a racketeering enterprise investigation, or an
I investigationlunder other Attorney General guidelines.IConversely, a
[lterrorism enterpriselinvestigation may yield information warranting a

general crimes inquiry or investigation, a racketeering enterprise
I investigation, or an investigationlunder other Attorney General

,Iguidelines.]

I "c.IMere speculationlthat force or violence
, might occur during the course of an otherwise peaceable demonstration
is not sufficient grounds for initiation of an investigation under

IthislSubpart, but where facts or circumstances reasonably indicate '
1that agroup or enterprise has engaged or aims to engage in
Iactivities involving force or violence or other criminal conduct
Idescribed in paragraph l.a, in a demonstration, an investigation ,
Imay be initiatedin conformity with the standards of that paragraph.]

For alternative authorities see Part II relating to General Crimes
Investigations and the Attorney General's Guidelines on 'Reporting on
Civil Disorders and Demonstrations Involving a Federal Interest.'

1This does notllimitlthe collection of information about public
demonstrations by enterprises that are under active investigation

Ipursuant to paragraph\l.a.labove.' ,

"2. Purpose (See W OG, Part 1, 100-2.1 ..)

I "The immediate purpose ofalterrorism enterprise] .'
-,thv~stigation is to obtain information concerning the

nature arid structure' of the enterprise, as specifically delineated "
in paragraph 3. below, with a view to the longer range objectives of,
detection, prevention, and prosecution of the criminal activities of
,the enterprise. '

"3. Scope (See MIOG, Part 1, 100-2:2 .)

I "a Alterrorism enterpriselinvestigation
initiated under these guidelines may collect such information as:

"(i) the members of the enterprise and .
other persons likely to be knowingly acting in furtherance ofits
criminal objectives, provided that the information concerns such,

Ipersons' activities on, behalfloflor in furtherance of the enterprise;

"(ii) the fmances of the enterprise;

..-
", -. ".'

,;..'

iUld

enterprise.

....."(iii) the geographical dimensions of the enterprise;

"(iv) past and future activities and goals of the

lib. In obtaining the foregoing information, any
I lawful investigative technique may be used in accordance withlthe]

Don on t, n ro,.
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"4. Authorization and Renewal (See tylIOG, Part 1, 100-2.3.)

. '

I,', "a. Alterrorism enterpriselinvestigation .
Imay be authorized by thelSpecial Agent in Charge, with notification
'I to FBIHQ,lupon a written recommendation setting forth the facts or

circumstances reasonably indicating the existence of an enterprise, as
'I described inlparagraph La] The FBI shall notify the Terrorism
1 and Violent Crime Sectionlof thelflriminal Division.lthe Office of the
1Intelligence Policy and Review, and affected United States Attorney's
IOfficelof'the opening ofla terrorism enterprise investigation. On,
,I receipt of such notice, the Terrorism and Violent Crime Section shall
I immediately notify the Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney
IGeneral. In all 'such investigations, the Chief of the Terrorism
Iand Violent Crime Sectionlmay, as helor sheldeemsnecessary, request

the ~BI to provide a report on the status Ofthe investigation..

I "b. Alterrorism enterpriselinvestigation
Imay be initially. authorized for aperiod of up to]a year. IAn

investigation may be,continued upon renewed authorization for
Iadditional periods each not to exceed/a year.] Renewal authorization ,
I shall be obtained from thelSAC with notification to FBIHQ. The FBI
I shall notify the Terrorism: and Violent Crime Section and the' Office
Iof Intelligence Policy and Review of any renewal, and the Terrorism,

, "1 and Violent Crime Section shall immediatelynotify the Attomey". ,:,-. : r :

'I Generaland the Deputy Attorney General.I ' ',' ,

1 "c. Investigations shall be reviewed by thelSACIon or
Ibefore the expirationlofthelperiod for which the investigation and '

each renewal thereof is authorized..

1 ' [In some cases, the enterprise may meet the,
I threshold standard but betemporarily inactive in the sense that it
1has not engaged in recent acts ofviolence or other criminal
Iactivities as described in paragraph l.a., nor is there any .
I immediate threat of harm - yet the composition, goals and prior .
Ihistory ofthe group suggest the need for continuing federal interest.
IThe investigation may be continued ,in such cases with whatever scope
'I is warranted in light ofthese consid,erati~ms.1

I ,1"d·1 An investigation which has been terminated
may be reopened upon a showing of the same standard and pursuant to
the same procedures as required for initiation of an investigation. '

I , ,l"e. In addition to the authority of Special .
IAgents in Charge under this paragraph, the Director'of the FBI, and
Iany Assistant Director' or senior Headquarters official designated by
I the Director, may authorize; renew, review, and reopen terrorism
Ienterprise investigations in conformity with the standards ofthis
Iparagraph.I .

FBI023953CBT
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I "f. The FBI shall report/to' the Terrorism and
IViolent Crime Section of the Criminal Division and the Office of
IIntelligence Policy and Review the progress of a terrorism enterprise

, I investigationlnot later than 180 days afterlits initiation,land
the results at the end of each year the investigation continues. The

ITerrorism and ViolentlCrimeldection shalllimmediately transmit copies
,Iof these reports to the' Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney
IGeneral.I

"IV. INVESTIGATIVE TECHNIQUES (See MIOG, part 1, 100-2.2.). . , . '"

'. "A. When conducting investigations under these guidelines
I the FBI may use any lawful investigative technique. [The choice 'of,
I investigative techniques is a matter ofjudgment, which should take
Iaccount of: (i) the objectives of the investigation and available
Iinvestigative resources, (ii). the, intrusiveness of a technique,
Iconsidering such factors as the effect on the privacy of individuals
Iand potential damage to reputation, (iii) the seriousness of the
rcrime, and (iv) the strength of the information indicating its
Iexistence or future commission. Where the conduct of an investigation

. Ipresents a choice between the use of more or less intrusive methods]
, the FBI should consider whether the information could be obtained in

Ia timely and effectiveway bylthelless intrusive means.j'Fhe FBI
Ishould not hesitate to use any lawful techniques consistent with these
TGl,lidelines in an investigation, even ifintrusive, where the' ,-. ".
I intrusivenessis warranted in light of the seriousness ofthe crime or
Ithe strength of the information indicating its' existence or future

, Icommission. This point is to be particularly observed to' "
Iinvestigations r.elatingto terrorist activities.] '

, ,

"B. All requirements for use of a technique set by
statute, Department regulations and policies, and Attorney General
Guidelines must be complied with. The investigative technique's listed
below are subject to the noted restrictions:

.: 1 . "1. IConfidential informantslmust be used in compliance with the
IAttorney General's Guidelineslregardinglthe Use o~Confidential
IInformantsj] ' .

I "2. Undercoverlactivities andloperations must be
coriducted in compliance with the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI
Undercover Operations; ,

"-:"'. .
I "3. [In situations involvinglundisclosed participation in the
.activities of an organization by an undercover employee or cooperating
Iprivate individuallany potential constitutional concerns relating to
/ activities of the organization protected by the First Amendment must

., be addressed through full compliance with all applicable provisions of
I the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations and the

.1 Attorney General's Guidelines Regarding the Use of Confidential

FBI023954CBT
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'''4. Nonconsensual electronic surveillance must be
conductedpursuant to the warrant procedures and requirements of

[lchapter 119 of title 18,U~ted States Code (18 U.S.c. 2510, 2522);1

"5. Pen registers and trap and trace devices must be' .
installed and used pursuant to the procedures and 'requirements of

;-r [chapter 206 of title 18,United States Code (18 U.S.C.3121-3127);1
, . ,

. "6. Access to stored wire-and electronic communications.and
,transactional records must be obtained pursuant to the procedures 'and
Irequirements oflchapter 121 of title 18, United States Code (18 U.S.C.:
12701-2712);/ .

"7. Consensual electronic monitoring,must be authorized
pursuant to Departmentpolicy. For consensual monitoring of '
conversationsother'than telephone conversations', advance ,
authorizationmust be obtained in accordance with established
guidelines.This appliesboth to devices carried by the cooperating
participant and to devicesinstalled on premises under the control of

I the participant. Seejll.S. Attorneys' Manual 9-7.301 and 9-7.302.1
For consensualmonitoring of telephone conversations, advance

I authorizationmust be obtainedfrom the SAqor Assistant Special
IAgent in ChargeIand the appropriatell.I.S. Attorney, Assistant Attorney
I' General;orDeputy Assistant Attorney General.lexceptin exigent: . ,." .....
[jcircumstances.An AssistantAttorney General or Deputy Assistant
IAttorney General who provides such authorization shall notify the

'1 appropriateU.S. Attorneyj]

"8..Searches and seizures must be conducted under
.theauthority of a valid warrant unless the search or seizure comes
within a judiciallyrecognized exception to the warrant requirement.
See also, Attorney General's Guidelines on Methods ofObtaining,.

[DocumentaryMaterials Held by Thirdll'arties, 28 CFR Part 59;"1 (See
MIOG, Part 2, Section 28.)

I "9·IClassified investigative technologies must be
Iused in compliance with the Procedures for the Use ofClassified
I InvestigativeTechnologies in Criminal Cases; and]

I ' I"10·1 Whenever an individual is known to be represented by counsel
,in a particular matter, the FBI shall follow applicable law and
Department procedure concerning contact with represented individuals
in, the absence of prior notice to their counsel.The SAC or his'
designeeand the United States Attorney'shall consult periodically on

Iapplicable law and Department procedure, [Where issues arise "
Iconcerning the, consistency of contacts with represented persons with .

. Iapplicable attorney conduct rules, the 'UnitedStates Attorney should
Iconsult with the ProfessionalResponsibility Advisory Office] .

.' ').,-~...-"
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1 " V. DISSEMINATIONIAND MAINTENANCEIOF INFO~TION

I "A. The FBI may disseminate information duringlthe
Jchecking of leads,preliminary inquiries. and investigations conducted
Ipursuantto these Guidelines to United States Attorneys, the Criminal
IDivision, and othercomponents, officials, and officers of the
IDepartment of Justice. The FBI may disseminate information during

,Ithe checking of leads,preliminary inquiries, andlinvestigations
conducted pursuant to these Guidelines to another Federal agency, or
to a Stateor local criminal justice agency when such information:

"I 1"1.1 falls within the investigative orprotective
1jurisdictionorlmitigativelresponsibility of the agency,; .

I 1"2~1 may assist in preventing a crime or the ~e of
violenceor any otherconductdangerous to human life;

I 1"3·1 is required to be ~shed to another 'Federal'
Iagencyby Executive Order 10450,as amended, dated ApJ;i127, 1953,lorl

I 1"4·1 is required to be disseminated by statute,
interagency agreement approvedby the Attorney General, or

IPresidential Directive; and to other persons and agencies aslrequired ,
I, by 5 U.S.c. 552 or as otherwisepemiittedby 5 U.S.C. 552a.1

, , '
"

I . j"B. TheFBI shall maintain a: databasethai identifies all 
Ipreliminary inquiries and investigations conducted pursuant to these'
" Guidelines and that permits the prompt retrievai of information
Iconcerning the status (open or closed) and subjects of all such
I inquiries and investigations.] r,

" VI. ICOUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES AND, OTHERAUTHORIZATIONS

"A. COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES

FBI023956CBT
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I 111. Information Systems

I lithe FBI is authorized to operate arid participate in
Iidentification, tracking, and information systems for the purpose of
I identifying and locating terrorists, excluding or removing from the
IUnited States alien terrorists and alien supporters of terrorist
Iactivity as authorized by law, assessing and responding, to terrorist

." Irisks and threats, or otherwise detecting, prosecuting, or preventing
Iterrorist activities. Systems within the scope of this paragraph may,
Idraw on and retain pertinent information from any source permitted by
I law, including information derived from past or ongoing investigative
Iactivities; other information collected or provided by governmental
Ientities, such as foreign intelligence information and lookout list
I information; publicly available information, whether obtained directly
lor through services or resources (whether nonprofit or-commercial)
I that compile or analyze such iriformation; and information voluntarily
Iprovided by private entities. Any such system operated by the FBI
Ishall be reviewed periodically for compliancewith all applicable
I statutory provisions, Department regulations and policies, and
IAttorney General Guidelines. ' .

.I "2. Visiting Public Places and Events

I .IIFor the purpose of detecting or preventing,
I terrorist activities, the FBI is authorized to visit any place and .

-r attend any.event that is opentothe public, on the same terms arid
Iconditions as members, of the public generally. No information
Iobtained from such visits shall be retained unless it relates to
Ipotential criminal or terrorist activity..

I "B. OTHER AUTHORIZATIONS'

I . "In addition to the. checking of leads, preliminary
.1 inquiries, and investigations as described in Parts I-III of these
IGuidelines, and counterterrorism activities as described in Part A
Iabove, the authorized law enforcement activities of the FBI include
Icarrying out and retaining information resulting from the following
I activities: .

Ill. GeneralTopical Research '

I. "The'FBI is authorized to carry out general topical
Iresearch; including conducting online searches and accessing online
I sites and forums as part of such research on the same. terms and
I conditions as members of the public generally. 'General topical
I research' under this paragraph means research concerning subject areas
Ithat are relevant for the purpose of facilitating or supporting the
Idischarge of investigative responsibilities. It does not include
Ionline searches for information by individuals' names or other .

-. rindividual identifiers, except where such searches are incidental to .
Itopical research, such as searching to locate writings on a topic.

O?/JotoS.DaPT 10
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.. , by searching under the names Ofauthors who write on the topic, or
I searching by the name of a party to a case in conducting legal
.,research.' .

I "2. Use of Online Resources Generally

I "For the purpose of detecting or preventing terrorism
Ior other criminal activities, the FBI is authorized to conduct online
., search activity and to access online sites and forums-on the same
I terms and.conditions as members of the pu?lic·generally..

I "3. Reports and Assessments

I "The FBI is authorized to prepare general reports and
·1 assessments concerning terrorism or other criminal activities for
[purposes ofstrategic planning or in support of investigative

" Iactivities. .

1 "4. Cooperation with Secret Service

I "The FBI is authorized to provide investigative
[assistance in support of the protective responsibilities of the Secret .

·1 Service, provided that all preliminary inquiries or investigations are
Iconducted in accordance with the provisions of these Guidelines. .'

I "C. PROT;ECTION OF p.RlVACYAND·OTHER1.IMITATIONS

I' "I. General Limitations

I ,iThe law ~nforcement ~ctivities authorized by this
IPart do not include maintaining files on individuals solely for- the
[purpose ofmonitoring activities protected by the First Amendment or
I the-lawful exercise of any other rights secured by the Constitution o'r

,\laws of the United States. Rather,all such law enforcement
Iactivities must have a valid law enforcement purpose as described in
I. this Part, and must be carried out in conformity with all applicable.
, statutes, Department regulations and policies, and Attorney General
r.Guidelines. In particular, the provisions of this Part do not .

'1 supersede any otherwise applicable provision or requirement of the
IAttorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations or the
IAttorney General's Guidelines Regarding the Use of Confidential
IInformants.·

. .], "2. Maintenance of Records Under the Privacy Act. ..~

I "Under the Privacy Act, the permissibility ofmaintaining
Irecords relating to certain activities of individuals depends in part
Ion whether the collection of such information is 'pertinent to and

',1 within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity.' 5 U.S.C.
I552a(e)(7). By its terms, the limitation of5 U.S.C. 552a(e)(7) is
[ inapplicable to activities that do not in,:,olve the 'maintainring]' of

. - :....
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Ia 'record' within the meaning of the Privacy Act, or that occur
Ipertinentto and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement
Iactivity. 'Authorized law enforcement activir/ies] for purposes of '
Ithe Privacy Act include carrying out and retaining information
Iresulting from the checking of leads, preliminary inquiries, or
Iinvestigations as described in Parts I-III of these Guidelines, or
Ifrom, activities described in Subpart A or B of this Part. As noted
Iin paragraph 3. below, however, this is not an exhaustive enumeration
Iof 'authorized law.enforcement activitfies].' Questions about the
Iapplication of the Privacy Act to other, activities should be addressed
'\ to the FBI Office of the General Counselor the Office of Information
Iand Privacy.

I "3. Construction of Part

[, , "This Part does not limit any activities authorized
"by or,carried out under other Parts of these Guidelines: The,
Ispecification of authorized law enforcement activities under this
IPart is not exhaustive, and does not limit other 'authorized law
Ienforcement activities, such as those relating to foreign
Icounterintelligence or foreign intelligence.]

"VII. RESERVATION

"A. Nothing in these, Guidelines shall limit the general
"reviews or audits'ofpapers, files, contracts'or otherrecords'in th't"':::
,government's possession, or the performance of similar services at the
specific request of a Department oragency ofthe United States. Such,
reviews, audits or similar services must be for the-purpose of,
detecting or preventing violations' of federal law which 'are within the
investig~tiveresponsibility of the FBI. '

"B. Nothing in these Guidelines is jntended to limit the .
FBI's responsibilities to investigate certain applicants and employees
under the federal personnel security program. ' "

"C. These Guidelines are set forth solely for the purpose
of internal Department of Justice guidance. They are not intended to,
do not, and may not be relied upon to create any rights, substantive
or procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any manner, civil or
criminal, nor do they place any limitation on otherwise lawful

I investigative andlmitigativelprerogatives of the Department of
Justice.

l"Effective: 5/30/02 John Ashcroft
Attorney General"]

**EffDte: 07/23/2002 MCRT#: 1216 Div: D6CT Cav: SecCls:

I 1-4 !INVESTIGATIVE AyTHORITY AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT I
I (1) [The First Amendment to the United States '
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I Constitution guarantees the rights of free speech and peaceful
·1 assembly. Because of the importance of these rights in American
I society, acts by law enforcement agencies that. could possibly chill
I the exercise ofthese rights have historically been reviewed by the
I legislative. and judicial branches of government with careful
I scrutiny. Experience has .shown that investigations by law
I eriforcement into individuals, or the members of assembled groups, who
I advocate political or social goals through violent. means, as well as
I investigations into the causes of civil or social disorder, have the
I greatest potential of-exposure to such scrutiny. Therefore, it is
I important that these investigations be conducted according to strict,
I guidelines and in a manner that respects the First Amendment rights
I. of all persons, including those under investigation] .,

I (2) [In particular, investigations that have this
I potential may only be initiated in strict compliance with the . ,
[Attorney General's Guidelines and otherapplicable Department and
I fBIHQ directives'. Information from private or public sources of
I possible violations of federal laws, which give rise to such
I investigations, must be carefully documented and particularized as to
I those persons suspected of such violations. Furthermore, the scope
I of each investigation must be carefully tailored to fit the
I circumstances giving rise to the investigation; although
I expansion in the scope of an investigation may be undertaken if,
I justified by a change in these circumstances, Finally; the duration '

..I of the investigation must not be permitted to extendbeyondthe..point -:-
I at which its underlying justification no longer exists. I .

I (3) [Generally, an FBI investigation may employ any
I authorized investigative technique. In the case of those ,
I investigations with thepotential to infringe upon First Amendinent
I rights, consideration must be given to using .those techniques that
I are less intrusive and less likely to adversely affect the exercise
I of those rights. For example, infiltrating private meetings of
I targeted groups should only be undertaken if attendance at public
I meetings is likely to produce critical investigativeinformation.

. ' . .

..

: r.., ~,

. (5) Finally; if an individual, group, or activity has
been characterized in a certainmanner by the originators of.

, ,

. .
'1 . (4) Furtherrnore, the collection of information ,
I concerning groups and individuals must be justified as reasonable and
I necessary for investigative purposes. Information concerning the .
I' exercise of First Amendment rights should be made a matter of record'
I.only if it is pertinent to and within the scope of the authorized law
I enforcement activity. When public-source printed material concerning

._-, the exercise of First Amendmentrights is obtained and a decislon,
I made to retain such material, a notatiori must be placed on the
I material describing the reason(s) it was collected and retained. The
I notation must clearly indicate the specific investigative interest(s)
I which led to the decision to retain the item.

I
I
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I information, collected in the course of an-investigation,FBI records,
I including transmitting documentation,. should reflect that the .
I.characterizationwas made by another party, not the FBI. However, if
I the characterization comports in whole or in part with the results of
I independentFBI investigation, the transmitting communication may so
I. state.] .: .
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**EffDte: MG.RT#:O Div: D60P Cav: secc's:

SENSITIVE ALi nrFoPlffiTION ,CmrrAnlED
HEREIN 15 UNCLA55IFIED'
DATE 12-iJ]-2iJD9, BY 6·::,P.9DIl;H/IllJ.3

I 62-1'JYIISCONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS OFIFBI EMPLOYEES,IOFFICERS AND
EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND FEQERAL JUDICIARY

, **EffDte: 05/08/1980 MCRT#: 0 Div: OPD6 Cav: SecCls:

62-1.1 Policy

(1) Allegations concerning misconduct on the part of
officers or employees of the Department of Justice or of the Federal
judiciary which do not involve violations of any statute within the

, Bureau's investigative jurisdiction should be forwarded to FBIHQ
immediately by letterhead memorandum (LHM) or by more expeditious.
means if the circumstances warrant. (If teletype or telephone is
used, follow with LHM.)

(2) No investigation is to be conducted without FBIHQ
. authority.

(31When authority IS granted, the office to which the
matter is referred by FBIHQ will be the office of origin and, upon
completion ofinvestigation, that office should submit a dosing
report ......- _.. _.' '.' - -, ~:--

. .
(4) Reports are not to be furnished to USAs unless FBIHQ

so directs. "

(5) Investigations are to-be handled in an expeditious
, manner.

I . . . 1(6)Allegation's concerning misconduct on the part of an
I FBI employee will be handled as set forth in the MAOP, Part I.
I Section 13, entitled "Disciplinary Matters."1

......EffDte: 05/08/1980 MCRT#: 0 Div: OPD6 Cav: SecCls:'

62-1.2 Other Investigations of Government Employees

. ~EffDte: 05/08/1980 MCRT#: 0 Div: 06 Cav: SecCls:

62-1.2.1 Policy

..... ~

(1) Administrative investigati.ons lnvolvlnqGovernrnent
officials or employees shall not be conducted without prior FBIHQ
authority. ..' .

(2) Prior FBIHQ authorization is not necessary in the '
investigation of alleged criminal violations by Government officials
or employees when the alleged activities are unrelated to their
official duties,except when such officials or employees arehiqhly
placed. .'

orG-REO O?~18/05-PART 10
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(3) FBIHQ authorization is not necessary in
investigations of criminal violations within our primary jurisdiction
by any official or employee of the Department of Justice even though
the activities are related to their official duties.

(4) In any event,FBIHQ should be immediately advised by
LHM transmitted by airtel, or by teletype, as the exigencies of the
case dictate, of the full facts of the complaint and the action being
taken. (If teletype is used, also submit LHM by airtel immediately.)

(5) Investigation of violations of statutes within the '
Bureau's investigative jurisdiction by Treasury Department employees
and other persons in matters within the administrative control of the
Treasury Department are conducted by the Bureau under a Justice'
Department agreement with that Department dated2-5-55. This
agreement supplements Public Law 725, 83rd Congress, (approved
8-31-54), which confers upon the Attorney General and FBI the '

, authority to investigate violations of Title 18, USC, on the part of
Government employees unless such authority is otherwise assiqned by
another provision of law. '

(6) Because of certain provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code relative to corruption violations involving employees of the

, Treasury Department, an aqreernent was necessary to,bestow exclusive
jurisdiction .upon the FBI in these matters. Prior to this agreement,
the Bureau was stopped from conducting investigations of allegations
of bribery and fraudulent practices on the part of employees of the
Treasury Department by the provisions' of Public Law 79, 82nd Congress,

, approved by the President on 7-16-51. The Bureauis to be informed "
.. immedlately of the receipt of complaints of vlolatlons-within-the . ' , ','< , • -" - ,

Bureau's jurisdiction on the part of the Treasury Department personnel
.or in Treasury Department matters. A brief statement of the facts of
the complaint and the action being taken is to be forwarded to FBIHQ
by Air Mail Special Delivery letters, airtel, teletype, or telephone
depending upon the urgency of the circumstances. (If teletype or,
telephone is usedr , follow with LHM.) In a complaint involving a
Treasury Department employee, the initial communication to the Bureau..
should identify the employee, his/her position, and the Treasury
branch wherehe/she is employed. Any instances of delay on the part .
of the Treasury Department in referring complaints, encroachment by
the Treasury Department of the Bureau's investigative jurisdiction, or
lack of cooperation by Treasury Department officials or employees
should be immediately referred to FBIHQ. Submit four copies of an LHM .
in all cases in which investigation is instituted. Dissemination of
the LHM will be made in Washington, D.C., and no copies of LHMs are to
be furnished on a local level other than to USAs.

. . "

' ....EffDte: 02/2211988 MCRT#: 0 Div: D6 Cav: SecCls:

62":1.3 Misconduct Investigations of FBI Employees

:*"EffDte: 02/22/1988 MCRT#: 0 Div: OP Cav: SecCls:

62-1.3.1 Policy

(1) Allegations of criminality or serious misconduct on
the part of FBI employees. '. .

FBI023963CBT
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(2) Inquiries will be conducted and reported as described
in MAOP, Part I. Section 13,entitled"Disciplinary Matters."

I (3) Inquiries will be placed in a separatel2631
I classification file, both in the field division and FBIHQ, and stored
in the SAC's safe in the field and in the secure personnel file
sectionat FBIHQ. '

**EffDte: 0212211988 MCRT#: 0 Div: OP Cav: SecCls:

62-1.4 Privacy Act - Requirements

(1) When interviewing anyone in the above classification,
in order to solicit information about himself/herselfor his/her own
activities, the interviewing Agent must follow the procedures
described in Part I. 190-5. subparagraphs (2) and m; of this manual.

(2) When interviewing an individual to solicit
information concerning someone other than the interviewee (thereby
classifying that individual as a sourceof information), the
interviewing Agenf must followthe procedure relating to promises of
confidentiality as described in Part I. 190-7.of this manual.

**EffDte: 02/22/1988 MCRT#: O. Div: PA Cav: SecCJs:

162-1.5 Character - Administrative Inquiries

': The ch~racte~ "Administrative Ipqu'iry,'" which is . ' '. '
,. .appllcable to investigations .ofpersonnel of the Department-<;;f-Justlee ..'

and the Federal judiciaryonly, should' be used until such time as
FBIHQ instructs that it be changed to some substantive violation. In

, the eventthe allegation is againstan FBI employee, the character,
Iwill bel"Office of Professional Responsibility Matter (OPRM)" and.
I should be dealt with,inaccordance with Part I. Section 263. of this
Imanual.[

**EffDte: 02/2211988 MCRT#: oDiv: OPD6' Cav: Seeds:

62-2 STATUTES

Title 13, USC, Sections 211'-214,221-224,304,305

(1) Section211 ~ Receiving or securinq compensation for'.
appointment of employees.

, ,

(2) Section212 - Refusalor neglect of employees to
perform duties. '

, (3) Section213 - Falsestatements, certificates, and
information.

(4) Section214 - Wrongful disclosure of information.

(5) Section221 - Refusalor neglect to answer questions;
false answers. .

(6) Section 222 - Giving suggesti6nsor information with
intent to cause inaccurate e,numeration of population.

Page 3 of28 ~
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Full Text HighLighted Hit Results Page

Query inquiry on document~Jlartl/miogplslOO.htm
ALL IHFOPlIATION CmrrAnlED

HEP.Em IS IDIC1ASSIFIED.
DATE 12-03-200:i E:Y 5.5.1 79D!'lH/lil.]~

You can navigate between the hits using the "«" and "»".tags around a.hit: .
Clicking "«" takes you to the previous hit, clicking "»"takesyo." to the next hit.

Click to go to the first hit in the document..

New Query

MIOG PART 1 SECTION 1OO.MIOG PART 1" SECTION 100. TERRo.RISM ENTERPRISE
INVESTIGATIONS .

SENSITIVE·

I (ALSO SEE WaG, PART 1, 137-4 lAND 270-4(8) .)1

**EfIDte:02/02/2004MCRT#: 1308 Div: CT Cav: SecC1s:

100'-1 GENERAL PROVISIONS
...

. . ····-**EfIDte:··i2/1 0/1991 MCRT#: aDiv: CT~Ca~': SecCis":'

100-1.1 InvestigativeJurisdiction '.

Investigations by the FBI under this section are based on
the Attorney General's Guidelines on General Crimes, Racketeering

IEnterprise, andl'Terrorism Enterprisellnvestigations (AUG).
IThese Guidelines, which became effectivellvlay 30', 2002,lrescind all
Iprevious versions ofltheGeneral Crimes Guidelines.IThe full text of
IlthelGuidelines is set forth in the Introduction, 1-3 ,of this manual.

Some sections of the Guidelines, such as the "General Principles,"
II"Preliminary Inquiries.tithe rules governing the."Investigative
ITechniques," and "Disseminationland Maintenancelof Information" have

general applicabilityto all investigations and should be consulted
Iwhen appropriate. SectionIII, Part B, governingl'I'errorism
IEnterpriselinvestigations, together'with a. commentary on key
. provisionsrelating to them, is set forth below in 100-1.2 and

100-1.2.1 ; .

**EffDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-1.2Terrorism Enterprise Investigations (See WaG, Introduction, 1-3., and Part 1, 100-1.1 .)

"This section focuses on investigations of enterprises
that seek to further political or social goals through activities that
.involve force or violence, or that otherwise aim to engage in .

FBI023965CBT
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. [ldomesticlterrorismltas defined in Title 18, USC, Section 2331 (5))1
Iorldomesticlterrorism-related crimes. Like the section addressing.
racketeering enterprise investigations, it is concerned with the .:
investigation ofentire enterprises, rather tharrjust individual
participants and specific criminal acts, and authorizes investigations
to determine the structure and scope of the enterprise, as well as the
relationship of the members." (AGG IlLB.)· .

I [Commentary: However, allinternational terrorism investigations-to
I include investigations of groups andorganizations--shall be conducted
Ipursuant to the Attorney General's Guidelines for FBI National .
ISecurity Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection (NSIG), .
Ieffective October 31,2003, and within the 315 classification. See
ISection 19 ofthe National Foreign Intelligence Program Manual
I(NFIPM)·I

**EffDte: 04/3012004 MCRT#: 1338 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-1.2.1 Commentary (See N.lIOG, Part 1, 100-1.1 .).

(l) These Guidelines provide guidance for general crimes
and criminal intelligence investigations. The standards and
requirements set forth herein.govern the circumstances under which

. such investigations may begin and the perinissible scope, duration, ..
_.: subject matters, and objectives of these investigations. They <1,0 not

[limitactivitiescarried out.UnderlthelAttorney. Genetai"Oriidelines .
[jfor FBI National Security Investigationsand Foreign Intelligence
ICollection (NSIG), effective October 31, 2003~ which addresslsuch
. matters as investigations and information collection .

relating to international terrorism, foreign counterintelligence, or
foreign intelligence.

(2) The rules governing Terrorism Enterprise .
investigations allow the FBI to cross organizationallines without
regard to whata particular group or element of an organization might .
call itself: Thus, persons who provide safehouses.rnoney, weapons, or
otherwise knowingly support the criminal activities of the terrorist
enterprise can be investigated as ~art of the same enterprise,

(3) Preliminary inquiries and investigations 'governed by
the Guidelines applicable to all criminal violations are conducted for
the purpose of preventing, detecting, or prosecuting vioiations of .
federal law. The FBI shall fully utilize the methods authorized by
these Guideline~ to maximize the realization of these objectives."

(a) The conduct of preliminary inquiries arid
investigations may present choices between the use of investigative
methods which are more or less intrusive, considering such factors as
the effect on the privacy of individuals and potential damage to
reputation. Inquiries and investigations shall be conducted with as
little intrusion as the needs ofthe situation permit. It is .

.... OI'f-BEb 0211 8 I05-P~RT 10
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recognized, however, that the choice of technique's is a matter of
judgment.The FBI shall not hesitate to use any'lawful techniques
consistent with the Guidelines, even if intrusive, where the
intrusiveness is warranted in light of the seriousness of a crime or
the strengthof the informationindicating its commission or potential
future commission. This point is to be particularly observed 'in the
investigation of terrorist crimes and in the investigation of
enterprises that engage in terrorism. All preliminary inquiries shall.
be conductedpursuant to the General Crimes Guidelines. There is no
separateprovision for preliminary inquiries under the Criminal
Intelligence Guidelines because preliminary inquiries may be carried '

: out not only to determine whether the.grounds exist to commencea .
general crimes investigation, but alternatively or in addition to
determine whetherthe grounds; exist to commence terrorism enterprise
investigation. A preliminary « inquiry» shall be promptly terminated
when it becomesapparentthat a full investigation is not warranted.
If, on the basis of informationdiscovered in the course of a
preliminary « inquiry» , an investigation is warranted, it may be

. conducted as a generalcrimes investigation, or a criminal
intelligence investigation, or both, All such investigations,
however, shall be based on a reasonable factual predicate and shall
haveavalid law enforcementpurpose.

. (b) In its efforts to anticipate or prevent crime, .
. the FBI must at 'timesinitiate investigations in-advance ofcriminal .:'
-"". conduct, it is' 'important that such"'i'i1vesngations not be basec(saIeTy ',:'

on activities protectedby the First Amendment or on the lawful
exerciseof any other rights secured by the Constitution: or laws of
the United States.When, however, statements advocate criminal

.activity or indicatean 'apparent intent to engage in Grime,
particularly crimesofviolence, an investigation may be warranted
unless it is apparent, from the circumstances or the context in which
the statements are made, that there. is no prospect of-harm. .

(c) Nothingprohibits theFBI from ascertaining the
generalscope and nature of criminal activity in a particular location
or sector of the economy, or from collecting and maintaining publicly
available informationconsistent with the Privacy Act. Criminal
intelligence investigations shall be terminated when all logical leads
have been exhaustedand no legitimate law enforcement interest
justifies continuance.

**EfIDte: 04/30/2004MCRT#: 1338 Div: CT Cay: SecCls:

~OO-L2.2. General Authority (See MIOG, Introduction, 1-3" :)

. "a. A terrorism enterprise investigation may be
initiatedwhen the facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that two
or more personsare engaged in an enterprise for the purpose oft ,
(i) furthering political or social goals, wholly or in part, through
activitiesthat involve force or violence .and a violation of

.._-~

FBI023967CBT
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,
federal criminal law, (iijengaging in terrorism as defmed in,
18 U~S.C. 2331(1) or (5) that involves a violation of
federal 'criminal law, or (iii) 'committing any offense described in-
18 U.S.C. 2332b(g)(5)(B). A terrorism enterprise investigation may
also be initiated when facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that
two or more persons are engaged in a pattern of racketeering activity
as defined in the RICO statute, 18 U.S.C. 1961(5), that involves an
offense or offenses described in 18 U.S.C. 2332b(g)(5)(B). The'

,standard of 'reasonable indication' is identical to that governing the
initiation of a general crimes investigation under Part II. In
determining, whether an investigation should be conducted, the FBI
shall-consider all of the circumstances including: (i) the magnitude

, of the threatened harm, (ii) the likelihood it will occur, (iii) the .
immediacy of the threat, and.(iv) any danger to privacy 'or free .
expression posed by an investigation." (AGG IILB.l.a) (See MIOG,
Part 1,100-2.3.)

lib. Authority to conduct terrorism enterprise ,
investigations is in addition to general crimes investigative
authority under Part II, racketeering enterprise Investigative
authority under Subpart A of the AGG Guidelines on General Crimes,
Racketeering Enterprise and Terrorism Enterprise Investigations, and
activities under other Attorney General guidelines addressing such
matters as investigations and information collection relating to
international terrorism,'foreign counterintelligence, or foreign
intelligence, Information warrantinginitiation-ofaterrorism "
enterprise investigation may be obtained during the course of a .
general crimes « inquiry» or investigation, a racketeering enterprise

, investigation, or an investigation under other Attorney General", '
guidelines, Conversely, aterrorism enterprise investigation may' ,
yield information warranting a general crimes « inquiry?:?,. or
investigation, a racketeering enterprise investigation, or an
investigation under other Attorney General guidelines." (AGG
TII.B.l.b) ,

I [Commentary: However, all international terrorism investigatlons--
'I,to include investigations of groups and organizations--shall be
Iconducted pursuant to the Attorney General's Guidelines for FBI
INational Security Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection,
I (NSIG), effective October 31,2003, and within the 315 classification.
ISee Section 19 of the National Foreign Intelligence Program Manual
I (NFIPM).' '

, "c. Mere speculation.that.force or violence
might occur during the course, of an otherwise peaceable demonstration
is not sufficient grounds for initiation of an investigation under '
the terrorism enterprise investigation subpart of the AG GUidelines, .
but where facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that a group or
enterprise has engaged or aims to engage in activities involving force
or violence or: other criminal conduct described in paragraph a. above
in a demonstration, an investigation may be initiated in conformity

FBI023968CBT
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. .
with the standards of that paragraph. For alternative authorities see
Part II of the AG Guidelines on General Crimes, Racketeering .,
Enterprise and Terrorism Enterprise Investigations relating to General ;
CrimesInvestigations and the Attorney General's Guidelines on
'Reporting on Civil Disorders and D.emonstrations Involving a Federal
Interest.' This does not limit the collection ofinforrnation about .
public demonstrations by enterprises that are under active .
investigation pursuant to paragraph a. above." .(AGG .IILB.I.c).

**EffDte: 04/30/2004 MCRT#: 133'8 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:
, .

I 100-1.2.3 IChecking of Leads and Preliminary Inquiries, (See :MlOG, Introduction, 1-3 .)

I . 1(1) The lowest level of investigative activity is the
I "prompt and extremely limited checking out of initial leads," which
I should be undertaken whenever information is received ofsuch a nature
Ithat some follow-up as to the possibility of criminal activity is
Iwarranted. This limited activity should be conducted with an eye
Itoward promptly determining whether further investigation (either a
Ipreliminary « inquiry» or a full investigation) should be conducted]

FBI023969CBT

(2) Preliminary Inquiries

(a) All preliminary inquiries will be conducted, .
pursuant to the General.Crimes Guidelines. Tlier~ is no separate : '"

.. provision for a preliminary «'inqiiiry» in the Racketeering Enterprise or . '-~':..' ;~

IITerrorism EnterprisejSections ofthe Guidelineslbecause preliminary
I inquiries under Part II may be.carried out not only to determine
Iwhether grounds exist to- commence. a general crimes investigation under.
IPart II of the General Crimes Guidelines, but alternatively or in'
Iaddition to determine whether.the grounds exist to commence a
Iracketeering enterprise investigation or terrorism enterprise
Iinvestigation under Part III of the General Crimes Guidelines]

You must rely on the authority in the General Crimes Preliminary
Inquiries Section to follow up on inforrnation or allegations that do

1not warrant alfull Terrorism Enterprise investigation. A preliminary
I« inquiry» shall be promptly terminated when it becomes apparent that a
Ifull investigation is not warranted. If,' on the basis of information
Idiscovered in the course ofa preliminary « inquiry» , an investigation is .
Iwarranted, it may be conducted as a general crimes investigation, or a
Icriminal intelligence investigation; or both. All such .

. I investigations, however, shall he based on a reasonable factual
Ipredicate and shall have a valid law ~nforcement purpose. (See AGG
I Introduction, Part A, and AGG, Part II, B contained in MIOG,
IIntroduction 1-3 .)1 .

I (b) IA preliminary « inquiry» should be undertaken when
Ithere is ii:tformationor an allegation which indicates the possibility
Iof criminal activity 'and whose responsible handling requires some
r further scrutiny beyond checking initial leads. This authority allows
IFBI Agents to respond to information that is ambiguous or incomplete.

___ o=o=n 3ft
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I'Even where the available information meets only this threshold, the
I range of available investigative techniques is broad. Only mail
Iopenings andnonconsensual electronic surveillanceare prohibited at
Jthe preliminary « inquiry» stage. Other methods, including the
Idevelopment of sources and informants and undercover activities and,
Ioperations, are permitted. The tools lawfully available to develop ,
I information sufficient for the commencement of a full investigation,
Lor determining that one is not merited--the purpose of a preliminary
I« inquiry?::?;. -:..should be fully employed in preliminary investigations with a
Iview towards preventing terrorist activities.J " '

I

**EffDte: 04/04/2003M~RT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

I 100-2JFULL-FIELD TERRORISM ENTERPRISEIINVESTIGATIONS'

.." ...

I [Per Title 18,,USC, Section 2331, 'Domestic TeIT~rismmeans
Iactivities occurring primarily within the territorial jurisdiction of
Ithe United States that involve acts dangerous to humanlife that are a
Iviolation of the criminal laws of the United States' or any state and

, Iappear to be intended to intimidate, or coerce a.civilian population,
Iinfluence the policy of a government by iritimidation or coercion, or '
Iaffect the conduct of a government by mass destruction, assassination,
Ior kidnapping:!' . '. , ". ' , . - . ,

.. ~::'<EiIDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-2.1 Purpose (See MIOG, Introduction, 1-3 .)

I "The immediate purpose of alterrorism enterprise] ,
investigation is to obtain information concerning the nature and
structure of the enterprise, as specifically delineated, in paragraph

[lb.lbelow, with a view to the longer range objectives of detection,'
prevention, and prosecution of the criminal activities of the
enterprise." (AGG IILB.2) (Also see 100-2.2 .)

**EffDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: i281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-2.2 Scope (See MIOG, Part 1, WO-2.1 .)

"a. A terrorism enterprise investigation may collect such
information as: .

"(i) the members of the enterprise and other persons..
likely to be knowingly acting in furtherance of its criminal
objectives provided that the information concerns such persons' .
activities on behalf or in furtherance of the enterprise;

"(ii) the finances of the enterprise;

"(iii) the geographical dimensions of the enterprise; and

~.~..

FBI023970CBT
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"(iv) past and future activities and goals of the
enterprise,

"b. In obtainingthe foregoing information, any lawful.
investigative technique may be used in accordance with requirements of
Part IV." (AGO III.B.3)

I' 1(1) Factors.that may support the initiation of a
I terrorism enterprise investigation (TEl), include:

I (a) Direct Evidence of an enterprise's involvement
I in or planning for the commission of a federal offense involving the

_Iuse of force ?r violence to further political or social goals;

I (b) Terrorism as defined in Title 18, USC, Section
12331 (1) or (5); or

I (c) A crime described in Title 18, US.C, Section'
I2332b(g)(5)(B).

I .. Such as direct information about statements made in furtherance of the .
Ienterprise's objectives which show a purpose of committing such crimes
Ior securing their cornmissionby others.. '

. ;'."-:,·1 . (d) Thenature ofthe conduct engageam by-in:
Ienterprise will justify an inference that the standard is satisfied,
Ieven if there are no known statements by participants that advocate or

. -I indicate planningfor violence or other prohibited acts .

-"

.'I Such activities as attempting to obtain dangerous biological agents',
I toxic chemicals, or nuclear materials, or stockpiling explosives or .

.[weapons, with no discernible lawful purpose, may be sufficient to
Ireasonably indicate that an enterprise aims to-engage in terrorism.

I . (e) A group's activities and the statements of its
Imembers may properly be considered in conjunction with each other. A
Icombination of statements and activities may justify a determination

,I that the threshold standardfor a TEl is satisfied, even ifthe
1 statements alone or the activities aione would not warrant such a
Idetermination.I -

**EffDte: 07/09/2003 MCRT#: 1286 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-2.3 Authorization and Renewal (See 1tfIOG, Introduction, .1-3 .)
.::..- .'. -'- _ ...;.. .

(1) Under the revisions approved by the Attorney General,
terrorism enterprise investigations may be authorized by an SAC, with'
notification to FBIHQ, and a written recommendation setting forth the
facts and circumstances reasonably indicating the existence of an
enterprise.

FBI023971 CST
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I [However, all international terrorism investigations-etc include
Iinvestigations of groups and organizations--shall be conducted
Ipursuant to the Attorney General's Guidelines for FBI National .
ISecurity Investigations and Foreign Intelligence Collection (NSIG),
Ieffective October 31,2003, and within the 315 classification. See.
ISection 19 of the National Foreign Intelligence Program Manual
I (NFIPM)·1

•

I (~) IWith regardlto terrorism enterprise irivestigation
preliminary inquiries (PI), it is hereby the' policy of the'

.Counterterrorism Division (CTD) that, consistent with the revised AGG,
a terrorism enterprise investigation preliminary « inquiry» may be
authorized by an SAC for a period not to.exceed 180 days, with the
ability to renew or extend the term of the terrorism enterprise. ,
investigationpreliminary« inquiry» an additional l Sf days, for a total
of 360 days. If the field division intends to operate the terrorism.
enterprise investigation preliminary « inquiryi; longer than 360 days
without converting the preliminary « inquiry» to a full-field
investigation, the SAC must articulate to CTD the justification for
continued operation of the investigation as a preliminary~ inquiry» .
Ultimately, FBIHQ will approve or disapprove the continued operation
of the terrorism enterprise investigation preliminary « inquiry» .." ..

I .'. (3) [With regardlto full~field terrorism enterprise «,

'-'~'T investigationslof doniesticferroiism.lit is hereby' the.policyof'the
ICTD that, consistent withlthe AGG on General-Crimes, Racketeering
" Enterprise and Terrorism Enterprise Investigations.la full-field .

terrorism enterprise investigation may be authorized by .an SAC only .
Iwith concurrence oflthe Section Chief of the. Domestic Terrorism .
IOperations Section in CTD, FBIHQ.I FBIHQ concurrence shall be obtained

by routing a preapproved copy of the LHM and' operiing electronic .'
Icommunication (EC) to FBIHQ. The EC will' contain the name oflthe
ISection Chief ofthe Domestic Terrorism Operations Section, CTD,lin.
the approval field. . .

(4) All written submissions to FBIHQ providing notice of
the initiation of a terrorism enterprise. investigation preliminary
« inquiry» or notice and request for concurrence for the initiation of a
full-field terrorism enterprise investigation shall be . .
submitted by an LHM 14days prior to conducting any significant .
investigation and include a written recommendation setting forth the
facts and circumstances reasonably indicating the existence of an .
enterprise.

. : .sr: ~ _ -:." '~:.-

(5) FuH-field terrorism enterprise investigations shall be
Iconcurrently authorized by- the SAC andlthe Section Chief of the
IDomestic Terrorism Operations Section. CTD,lat FBIHQ for a period of
'up to one year, Withrenewal periods each not to exceed one year.
There are no restrictions on the number of renewals for full-field
terrorism enterprise investigations. In addition to the SAC. the

FBI023972CBT
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. . .
Director; and any Assistant Director or senior headquarters official .
designated by the Director, may authorize, 'renew, review, and reopen.
terrorism enterprise investigations.

(6) Once the terrorism enterprise investigation has been
initiated and notice provided to FBIHQ~ then FBIHQ shall notifythe

· Office of Counterterrorism ofthe Criminal Division, Department of
Justice (DOJ), and the Office of Intelligence, Policy and Review and
any affected United States Attorney's Office. Further notice to be
immediat~ly providedby TVCS to the AG and Deputy A,G.

(7) To facilitate coordination of terrorism enterprise
investigations, CTD requests field divisioncooperation by first
coordinating the initiation.of any terrorism enterprise investigation, ..
preliminary « inquirys; or full-field investigation with the appropriate
CTn 'personnel. Further, field divisions should provide notification .
of the initiation of all full-field terrorism enterprise
investigations via LHMlEC within 14 days of conducting any significant
investigation so that the DOJ can be promptly notified. Field

. divisions are requested to conduct logical queries ofACS to ensure
that a full-field terrorismenterprise investigation has not already'
been initiated on the enterprise of interest. If a full-field
terrorism enterprise investigation does already exist, the field
division should contribute intelligence information to the existing

·terrorism enterprise investigation's universal file. CTD will not .
· provide concurrence for the initiatioii.ofiriultiple full-field "'-.
terrorism enterprise investigations on the same group.unless the .
supporting field division can distinguish the proposed :full-field
terrorism enterprise investigation from 'an existing full-field' .
terrorism enterprise investigation. .

**EffDte: 04/30/2004 MCRT#: 1338 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

.100-2.3.1 Commentary

I . There has been a tendency in the past tolclose .
I investigationsland terminate informant coverage when the ..
Iviolent"activity of the group has been dormant for a period ofltime.
IThelAGGlcPart IILBA.c)Ipermits the FBI to monitor organizations that
may be temporarily inactive, put whose prior record or stated
objectives indicate a need for continuing federal interest, so long as
the threshold standard for investigation is satisfied. Under those
circumstances, the investigation may remain in a pending status,
and informant coverage can be maintained to the extent necessary to

· determinewhether there is any change in the criminal objectives of.
the enterprise. The 'ability to.continue an investigation, despite
temporary inactivity of acts of violence or lack of immediate threat,
is often referred to as the "dormancy provision" of the AGG and is a

I significant advantage thatj'Ierrorism Enterpriselt l 00) investigations,
afford over AOT (266) cases..

FBI023973CBT
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**EffDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-3 RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

'.
**EffDte: 12110/1991 MCRT#: 0 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-3.1 Reporting

(
Page 10 of! 7 .-:-

"

(1) The contents of communications which report,the
I, results o~Terrorism Enterpriselinvestigations should be,

limited to informationabout the 'criminal enterprise under
investigation. Recommendations, opinions, and conclusions of the FBI
shouldbe included in the administrative portion of the communication.,
or in the case of letterheadmemoranda (LH1v1), in. the cover electronic

Icorrimunicationj(EC).1 In preparing U:IMs which are disseminated to the
ITerrorismand ViolentlCrimeISection,IOffice,ofIntelligence Policy
Iand Review.DepartmentofJustice, and to 'otheragencies on a

need-to-know basis, emphasis should be placed on factual accuracy. '

., (2) In all communications submitted under al'Terrorism
IEnterpriselcaption, a statement indicating the authorized
period of investigation should be set forth. This statement should be
placed after the case caption and after referencing previous
communications. For example: '

"XYZ ORGANIZATION;
1,ITERRORISM ENTERPRISE;I

00: NEW YORK";

I ['Reference New. York\EClto D~e.ctor,IDATE.1

I J"Terrorism EnterpriselinvestigationauthorizedlDATElto ,
IexpireIDATE·"1

**Effbte: 04/04/2003MCRT#: 1281 Diy: CT Cav: SecCls:'

100-3.1.1 Deadlines (See MAOP, Part 2, 10-9(23) .)

I ,,(1) [When a terrorism enterprise investigation
Ipreliminary « inquiry» and/or a full-field terrorism enterprise
I investigation is completedor nearing expiration, the results of the
I investigation are to be furnished to FBIHQ in.an LHM with a cover BC
Irecommending an extension or closing ofthe matter. Thisreport is .
Idue no later than 180days after the initiation ofa preliminary ,"
I« inquiry» and 365 days for a full-field investigation.] Thesereports

. shouldbe presented in a summary, narrative form,.containing specific
and articulable facts adequate to meet the "reasonable indication" .
standardof the Attomey General's Guidelines for renewal, or .
sufficientinformationwhich warrants the investigation being placed
in a dosed status. Any recommendations, opinions or conclusions of
the FBI shouldbe included in the cover EC; but not in the LHM. The

OI~-REO 02/18!Os-pAPT 10

I
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cover BC should also include a paragraph which sets forth future .
" investigative and prosecutive goalsand a paragraph which 'sets forth

the investigative strategy to be implemented in order to attain these
goals. The investigative goals paragraph may include objectives which
relate to the improvement ofthe intelligence base, use oftecbnical .
or undercover techniques, or any other vulnerability which can be
exploited. The investigative strategy paragraph(s) should describe'
how these goals and objectives will be reached.during the next year. "
The LHM and cover EC (hard copy) should be submitted to arrive at'
FBIHQ at least ten workdays prior to the expiration of the current
authorization period and sho~d be organized as follows:

(a) Predication - This should include a paragraph(s)
relating the circumstances which caused a full investigation of
the captioned group or individuals .to be initiated.

. (b) Background Information on Group - In addition' to
a descriptionof the group under investigation, this section should
include, but not be limited to.fhe following: .

1. Specific criminal acts the group has
committed, or is advocating, to achieve its political or social goals.

2. Key leaders and members 'of the. gr9UP' .

3. Finances (jf'tl1egroi.1p.

~. Geographical dimensions of the group. '.

5. Plannedactivities and "go"a1s of the group.

6." Association with other organizations/groups.
"which are subjects of an FBI terrorism enterpriseinvestigation,

(c) Activities during the" last year - This
.section should include a summary of investigative results of the
.office oforigin and all lead offices.

(d) Justification for Continuation ofInvestigation
- This segment should set forth in succinct detail how the facts of
this investigation conform with the Attorney General's Guidelines for
terrorism enterprise investigations. It should contain a paragraph/s)
which reasonably indicates that two or more persons are continuing to

.-<- "engage in an enterprise. for the purpose of 1) furthering political or
social goals, wholly or in part, through activitieswhich involve "
force or violence and a violation offederal criminal law; 2) engaging.
in terrorism as defined in Title 18, USC, Section 2331(1) or (5) that "
involves a violation offederal criminal.law, or 3) committing any
offense described in Title 18, USC, Section 2332b(g)(5)(B). A
terrorism enterprise investigation may also be initiated when facts or
circumstances reasonably indicate that two or more persons are engaged

FBI023975CBT
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in a pattern ofracketeering activity as defined in the RlCO statute,
(Title 18, USC, Section 1961(5)), that involves anoffensets)
described in Title 18, USC, Section 2332b(g)(?)(B).

, (2) The due date of this report is calculated from the
date the terrorism enterprise investigation was approved by the

ISAqfor a preliminary « inquiry» and FBIHQ for a full-field
Iinvestigation.IAfterl180days (for a preliminary « inquiry» )
Iand the first year (for a full-field investigationjjthe office of
Iorigin should continue to submit reports inongoinglinvestigations.]

These reporting deadlines allow for compliance with the
requirements of the 'Attorney General Guidelines and do not preclude,
nor should they discourage, the reporting of results of investigation
by EC, telephone, or other form of communication to FBIHQ and
pertinent field offices during the course of the investigation.
Significant data developed during the year which' requires notification
to FBIHQ or dissemination to other agencies, should be submitted by ,
EC, LHM, or telephone, depending on the exigencies of the situation.
Communications containing information of interest for other agencies
should be prepared in aform suitable for dissemination. Significant
information furnished on an interim basis should also be included in
the next regularly scheduled report.

, ' (3) Communications (hard copies) approving ail ' ,
extension of Terrorism Enterprise investigations should be received at
FBIHQ noIater than ten workdays prior to the expiration of'such ' ,

.matters.

(4) Deleted

**E:ffote: 07/0912003 MCRT#: 1286 Div: CT Ca~: SecCI~:

100-3.1.2 Predications '

I InjTerrorism Enterprisejinvestigations, the basis .
',for the investigation shall be set forth as the first paragraph inthe

'I details of the initial LHM. Formal predications arelnotlrequired. A
statement including pertinent portions of the Attorney General
Guidelines is sufficient. '

. '

**EffDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1'281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-3.1.3 Documentation ofInformation

All communications should be limited to documented
information relevant to the scope of the investigation. No
information should be reported concerning an individual's social or
personal habits or other background data which is .not relevant to an .
assessment of hislher activities or affiliation with the enterprise
under investigation.

FBI023976CBT
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**EfIDte: 12/10/1991 MCRT#: 0 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-3).4 UndisclosedSources

(
Page 13 oU7

(1) Where the identity of the source of information is
Inot disclosed in al'Ierrorism Enterpriselreport, an assessment
of the reliability of the source shall be provided.' . .

(2) In all communications, the source of the information
should be identifiedby symbol nwnber or name in either the cover
pages or administrative section,of the communication.

**EftDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

. 100-3.1.5 Characterizations

(1) A characterizationof the group should be included as .
part ofthe initial LHM submitted. Characterizations should be '
outlined as the first paragraph of the LHM or as an appendix to the
LHM.

, (2) This instructioneliminates the previous reporting:'
requirement of providing characterizations of subversive,.
organizations; All characterizations sh01.ild include a statement
regarding the political or social goals which the group hopes to

s: achieve through violence; its geographic area of'operation, 'and-a
summary of the violence or criminal activity it either has been

, involved in or.is advocatingin the future. In instances'where only
advocacy ofviolence is present, a statement should also be'included,
regarding the ability of group members to carry it out and the
likelihood of the harm intended. (For further instructions on the
preparation of characterizations, seePart II,10-17.13 , of the Manual
ofAdministrative Operationsand Procedures.) , '

**EffDte: 12/10/1991 MCRT#: 0 Diy: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-3.1.6 Character

I The designationl"1'errorism Enterprise'jshould be
.Iused in all cases, e.g., "(Name ofOrganizationr[Terrorisrn
IEnterprise."] If a subsidiary or front group is 'involved,' .
include the name or abbreviationof the parent organization, e.g.,

t "(Name of Organization);ITerrorism Enterprise]- (Name of
Subsidiary Organization)."

**EffDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

1, 100.-3.1.7 Copies -I~ual and Renewal Reports I

I Fivecopies oflreportslshould be'submitted tolDomestic
ITerrorism Section,IFBIHQ,.unless instructed otherwise in specific

..

.' ._\
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cases,The office of origin should also provide information copies of
these reports to involvedfield offices. .

**EffDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

, 100-3.1.8 Informant Coverage

I Coverlelectronic communicationslshould include a brief
summary of informantcoverage available withrespect to a group or ,
enterprise, identifying informants who report on the group's
activities by symbolnumber, and showing specifically which informants
are members of the group.

**EffDte: 06/23/1997 MCRT#: 692 Div: CT Cav: SecCls:

100-3.1.9 Office of Origin

The field office wherein the criminal enterprise is
Iheadquartered, or/where terrorismlactivities largelyloccur.[or impact

upon, shouldbe designated 'asorigin. In unusual"circumstances where
there is doubtwhich office should be origin, a request should bemade
to FBIHQ to designatean office of origin. In cases where the office
of originreceives informationthat a criminal enterprise haschanged
its area of operationto the territory of another division, and
justificationto investigate exists based on the criminal enterprise's ....

, .currentactivities, the office oforigin should request verification " .:.,- -'-".,
of this information to be completedwithin 30 days. If the new area
of operation is confirmed, the office of origin will'be transferred.
The levelof investigationbeing conducted by the previous office of
originshouldbe continuedby the new office of origin unless facts,
in additionto the criminalenterprise's relocation; indicate that
anotherform of investigation is more appropriate. Reporting ,
deadlines applicable to the former office of origin are, to be followed"
by the new office of origin. ,

**EffDte': 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cav: Secflls:'

100-3.2. Additional Reporting Requirements

The following reporting requirements are separate from,
Iand in additionto, thelbiannual/yearlylreports requesting renewal
authorization or recommendingthe closing of an investigation outlined
above:

. ~...:..

(1) BASIS FOR ADDITIONAL REPORTING - Past investigation
of domestic terroristorganizationshas demonstrated that in order to
achievesuccess in these cases the primary thrust must be prosecutive;
however, experience has also shown that a successful prosecution
againsta terroristenterprise does not necessarily mean its demise.

(a) During the course of a criminal intelligence

O~REQ Q2/J8!05-PABT 10
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investigation, specific articulable criminal violations , .
may be identifiedwhich would reasonably indicate enforcement ,
activity or court proceedings (e.g., arrest, discovery hearings,
etc.) will occur. At that time, a general criminal investigation
(266 case) should be opened to focus upon the specific criminal
activity. The criminal intelligence investigation (100'case) would
continue to focus on the entire enterprise" as the scope of the AOT
case may be limited to a relatively small portion of thetotal
activity of that enterprise.

(b) While it may be appropriate for all
investigative results generated from an AOT (266) case to be placed
in the corresponding lOa file, the converse is not true. Only those
details in the 100case which specifically pertain to the 'subjects of
the AOT caseshould be placed in the 266 file.

(2) ADDITIONAL REPORTING PROCEDURES - In order to mandate,
the essential analysis of these groups and to provide for a more
adequate and efficient intelligence base in terrorism enterprise
investigations,the following reporting procedures shall be followed; ,

(a) In addition to the submission ofa, .
Ilbiannua1/annuallreport requesting renewal authorization or closing of
an investigation,the office of origin will also submit separate .

-investigative inserts on individual members of the enterprise, and '
'Other persons likely to be knowingly acting' infurtherance 'of its .
'criminal objectives, using the following format:

1.Name and knownaliases of subject;

, 2. Biographical data to include: date of .
birth, place of birth, height, weight, eye and hair color, social .
security account number, distinguishing marks or characteristics,
build, past and current addresses, past and current phone numbers, .
educational background, employment (past and present); and criminal
record to include dates, offense, location, disposition, and FBI,
state and local agency identifying numbers. Also include Henry and , ,
NCIC fingerprintclassifications. .' , " '

3. Short narrative explaining the role or
position of the subject in the group or enterprise, including any
known or suspected criminal activity in which the subject is or has
been involved.

4. Summary of subject's travel, domestic and·
foreign, including dates and points of travel. Also, detail nature of
contacts that subject has had with other groups or enterprises under
investigation.

5. Statement of subject's source offinances,
ifknown.

0rG-REO 02/1B/05.pnpm 10
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6. Glossy 3- by 5-inch photograph of member, if
available. if not available,efforts should be made to obtain one. '

(
rage. 10 or 1/ ...--r.':" .

(b) In cases where asubjectis) resides withina
lead office territory,the lead office will prepare inserts as above,

· 'and forward them to the office of origin 30 days prior to the
expirationof the current authorization. This will be incorporated

· into the office of o.rigin's submission to FBIHQ.

. (c) Followingthe initial submission ofthese
inserts, follow-up inserts should contain only information which has
changed since the last reporting. Photographs of subjects should be
updated at least annually. .

(d) To facilitate the preparation of these inserts,
subfiles for each subject-should be created which will provide
appropriatedocumentationand retrieval capability., .

**EffDte:07/09/2D03 MCRT#: 1286.Div:.CT Cav: SecCls:

I 100-4 PUBLICATIONS OFITERRORISM ENTERPRISEIORGANIZA.TIONS; COLLECTION OF
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION .

(1) The Attorney GenerciJ. Guidelines on General Crimes,.
IRacketeeringEnterprise, andl'IerrorismEnterpriselInvestigatioris 'allow
the FBI to collect publicly available information subject to the', -,
constraints of thefederal Privacy Act of,1974.This Act prohibits
the collection,maintenanceand dissemination ofany record

· describing how an individual exercises First Amendment Rights; except
when authorizedby statute, or when pertinent 1'0 and within the' ' ,
scope of an authorizedlaw enforcement activit}r.· .

(2) The FBI, in this regard, is authorized to collect
general informationwhich is available to every citizen even though: ,
there is no active investigation. Examples of information we may
collect is that which is obtainable through the printednews media

· data banks, e.g., The NEW YORK TIMES Data Bank, public libraries,
[lnewspapers, magazines, and publicly available databases.] This type '
ofmaterial is collected as library material, and should not be '
,indexed as.to particular individuals Or placed in'FBI files.

(3) Publicationsissued by a group which is the subject
Ioflaninvestigationlcan be collected. This type of material can be'

indexedas to particular individuals and can be made a part of the
investigative file.

(4) All informationreceived or made available to the FBI
during the course of an investigation should be evaluated for its
pertinence to the investigation. This is particularly true when the
information concernsthe exercise of an individual's or group's First

BFA rot.1.g LQ5-rPllRT 10
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Amendment rights. In such cases, the information concerning the
.exercise ofFirst Amendment rights should be made a matter of record
only if it is .pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law
enforcement activity. (See MIOG, Introduction, 1-4; Part 1, 190-5.1 ;
MAOP, Part 2, 9-4.4.2(2).). .

(5) When public-source printed material concerning the
exercise of First Amendment rights is obtained and a decision made to
retain such material; a notation must be placed on the material
describing the reason(s) itwas collected.and retained. The notation

. mustclearly indicate the specific-investigative interestts) which led
to the decision to retain the item .'

(6) Certain printed public source material may contain a
characterization of a group, individual or activity..When such.
information is disseminated to FBIHQ, FBI field offices or outside the

. FBI, the transmitting communication should state. that the' ..
characterization has not been made by the FBI, but by a third party.
However, if the characterization comports in whole or in. part with the

. results of independent FBI investigation, the transmitting
communication may so state.

**EfIDte: 04/04/2003 MCRT#: 1281 Div: CT Cay: S~cCls:

I 100-5IDELETED (SEE MlOG, PART 1, S.ECTION 294..)/. .
**EffDte:D6115/2000 MCRT#: 992 Div: CT Cay: SecCls-;
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CLA~~3IFIED ~y, 65179 DIlli/mj B

PEA;:;OH:' 1.4 I:c) ,

.Section 19-i .'(D)·Inte~ationalTerrorism Investigations L'ECLA~;SIfY on:' 12:P4-20::4,

A. (D) International Terrorism investigations should also comply with general
investigative requirements, see: Sections 2 throur;h 4, sllnra.; general and specific

. Country Threat investigative requirements, see: Sections S thro~Rh 17. Sliwa.; and
general Issue Threat investigative requirements, ill: Section 18, supra.; as
appropriate., .

Section 19-2 (D) U.S. Policies on Counterterrorism

A. (U) The United States shall reduce its vulnerabilities to terrorism at home and.
abroad. In this regard, the FBI has been charged with expanding its ' ,
Counterterrorism program.' See..Presidential Decision Dir~ctiw:INSC-39.'Section '
I
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Section 19-3 tU)LeadAgenc,ies

A. (U) The coordination of Federal responsesto terrorist incidents is normally the
"r~sponsibility of Lead Agencies, as follo~s:, ' '

1. , "POS is [he Lead' Agency for International Terrorism incidents, that take
place outside of U.S. territory:

2. DO] (specifically the FBI, unless the Attorney General 'decides' otherwise)
is the Lead Agency for International.Terrorism incidents that take place within " ' '
,U.S. territory, or in international waters and that 40 not involve the.flag vessels.' ,

/ of foreign countries. " . '. " ,,' . : .. ' '. " . .' '

, .. - 3.' '~t;;'FA'-A is' ili~ r;ad 'A~en~y 'f~r~'air~~aft'hij a~kinii.'~iihin ~~~ ~p~'t'ial' ,:"" ,.---,-

, jurisdiction of the United'States. See~' National Security.Decision Din~cth'e '
Number 207, p. 2, llnd Presidential Deci~:ionDireC:Th'(~/NS;'c;-39,Sectl:(m.3(D).

"Sectio~ i9-~ Cli) ;he National Coordinator for Se~u;ity, Infrastrucnij-, Protection and
Counterterrorism . , . "

"-,

, '.

A. "CU) The National C90rdi!1ator-serves to integrate the Government's policies and
programs'on"un<;:on'/entional threats to the homeland and' Americans abroad: '

. Helshe chairs the Counterterrorism Security Group, the Critical Infrastructure
Coordination Group and the Weapons of Mass Destruction 'Preparednes's' ,

"Consequence Management and Protection Group. See.' PresideiITi'.11 Decision
'DirectiveINSC-62. p. J3. '

Section 19-5 (D) Interazencv Groups

x
-b ; : .'
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Section 19-6 C:U) International Terrorism Responsibilities

A. (U) The FBrs International Terrorism responsibilities include:

FBl023984CBT
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1. Investigating, preventing' and responding to International Terrorism and

terrorist group activities within the United States.;
. ' . .

2. Investigating extraterritorial terrorist incidents which violate U.S. law
. with the concurrence of the host country and the support of,DO-5;

:3. . Conducting investigations within'the United States, based upon requests .
· from foreign law enforcement, intelligence and/or s~!:,:!ri~y agencies, \vhe~' . '" .
. consistent with the Attorney General Guidelines for FBI Foreign Intelligence .

Collection andFfll.Investigations;

4: Coordinating interagency activities, consistent with .EO 12333;

5. . Conducting investigations in supportof other U.S. Government agencies'
-intelligence coIlection requirements, when requested, and when consistent with
the Attorney General Guidelines for FBI Foreign InteIligence Collection and Fer

. Investigation~, and approved by FBI Headquarters; and . . .'

.6. . Disseminating cbunterterroris~ information, reports and intelligence"
estimates to appropriate Federal, agencies and foreign governments. when
consistent with the Attorney General Guidelines forFEI Foreign Intelligence
Collection and FCI Investigations.' .

.Section 19-7 (U) International Terrorism Case Characters

,. 'A: (D) Characters u~i1ized in International Terrorismirivestigatio~sgenerally contai·!J. .

. .'__ . .t~.~~.P~~_s.:y:~ }T_~~s~.[I1ation; a coun.~ry o(e~ti~yd~?ign'ato~;:,?:Q.de.~p~s.W.c gf:o,~p: ..:....., ..... :,:'
.' .designatiori. Examples are as follows: . ..,..: '. '.· . '., ",;, .

IT-PLO-GDPS; .
IT-Armenia-ASALA;
IT-EI Salvador-FMLN;
IT-Peru-Sendero Luminoso;
IT-Italy-Red Brigades. ,

. "

. Section 19-8- (D) The CTAW\1 (Counterterrorism Threat !,ssessment and Warning'
... Unit) . . . ' . .'

. A. (U) The CTAWU was established in December 1996, to replace the Terrorist.
Research and Analytical Center CTRAC). The CTAWU is the program manager
for the FBI's National Threat Warning System, which provides terrorism warnings
to U.S~ Government agencies and nationwide law enforcement, Terrorism
'warnings are disseminated to State' and locallaw enforcement agenciesthrough
· NLETS (the National Law Enforcement Telecommunications System). The.
CTAWU produces counterterrorism threat assessments for major-special events in
the United States' and also publishes the FBI's annual report on terrorism. entitled

"~"Te·rTonsm.in the United States." " ..

Section 19-9 CD) Internati.onal Terrorism and Acts of Terrorism Investigations:",
. .

A. CD) International Terrorism investigations usually result in thecollection of CI
and foreign intelligence information, as well as International Terrorism

-'".- .'. :'
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information. Just as is true of International Te~orisrn information, such·
. .information may be of value to other U.S. Government entities and to foreign law

enforcement and intelligence services; and consideration should be given to
· submitting it to FBI Headquarters by means of communications suitable for

dissemination. .

B~' .(D). All International Terrorism information which may have an immediate impact
on U.S. NationalSecurity: identify imminent threats to anational interest of the
United States; receive wide media coverage; or require prompt dissemination to
other Federal agencies, Legats or foreign services; must be reported to F{3I

· Headquarters by means of communications suitable for dissemination ..

.. , .'

',{~t.-·: .
o "
\.

"":......: ....

r:
~"...,.=
-.:...-.-

. .

D. (U) When foreign law enforcement or intelligence servic:'~s are requested to
furnish information which will not derive from extraordinary or highly sensitive
techniques, and can reasonably be expected to be necessary to future judicial
proceedings; the folI?wing statement.should be made part of the requests:

I. "The information requested milY be necessary in future judicial' ,
, proceedings. Therefore, it is asked that it be obtained in a fashion, and that it be

... . provided in a form, which canbe utilized for that.purpose," . '. , .. '

"' ,,"E." (U)Within 30-day~"6ttn;(tfating' a~' futern~tiori~fTerr'c;;rs~·Pr~.lf~i~~'i-y'fu:q~irYJ an
openi ng.cornmunication must.be su~mi tted to FEI Headquarters.

,F. . (D}'Copies of all field office International Terrorism communications must be :
directed to the appropriate FBI Headquarters operational desk. .

G, (U)Copies of all communications concerning terrorist-group chapters, cells a~,d
other subgroups, as well as their formal or informal leaders and principal .
members should he furnished to the Offices of.Origin for their parent'

: organizations. .

,I. The Offices of Origin must ensure that all such information is included ill
.' their ~urnmary LHMs on the parent organizations.

H.. (D) Generally, joint Int,e~ationalTerrorism investigations with..other Federal.' '.' .
. State and/or local law enforcement agencies require FBI Headquartersauthority. ,

10 exigent circumstances this authority maybe obtained telephonically, followed
·by a confirming, comrnunication; ,Normally, however, a communication '.

. articulating the need for a joint enterprise must first be submitted..
. .': .

. 1. Such authority is not required as respects joirifinvestigations with 'the U,S.. ".~

Secret Service involving threats to the President and/or other persons 'under ' :
. Secret Service protection.

2. Further, such authority is not required as respects formal joint terrorism "
· task forces, inasmuch as appropriate security clearances concerning other agency

,., OIG-REQ o2/is/05-PART 10
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participants will already hav~ been obtained.

I.· .(U) Acts of Terrorism investigations are criminal investigations. They are opened:
and investigated in accordance withprocedures which specifically pertain.to their
background predicate offenses. They are to be used only for gathering evidence .
which win be needed to support successful criminal prosecutions, Therefore, if a .'

,pending, 199 case discloses information indicating that a foreign power, or an '
Ageflt of a fOll':igll puwcri~ actively planning. orpresently engaged in an Act of
Terrorism, a separate 265 case should be opened. And if a-265 case.is opened
against a target who is not already the subject of a 199 case, at the same time the
265 case is opened, a 199'case should also be opened in order to address all
intelligence aspects of the case which may arise. Whenever. a 265 case is opened, .
a communication mustbe forwarded to CTD, setting forth,the targeted,acti vities '
which may involve' violation' of Federal criminal statutes. '

1. ' 'The existence of parallel criminal' and intelligence cases will require 'close
coordination betweenthe field office, FBI Headquarters and DOJ, in order to
minimize administrative and/or investigative errors which might damage the
criminal c;:ase. Criminal procedures require the Government to disclose to
criminal defendants the bases of cases, as well as all exculpatory information.
'making possible the disclosure of classified sources and techniques. The impact
of this can be minimized, however, by virtue of the CIPA statute. See: Title /8.
USC. Appendix 3, Sectionsl-Lti. I '

.. "

2. . ,Electrpnic communications intercepted under FISA procedures.are ...... .'
-atquii'ed" for the purpose..of collecting'foreign 'intemgen~celnfoITi1a[io;~"in,order
to reduce threats to National Security;' And, of course, all information deriving, .,
from FISA intercepts is classified. Therefore, as soon as a 199,case gives rise to
a 265 case; or as soon .as a 199 case.FISA penetration begins to predominantly"

,produce information pertaining to criminal activities, 'efforts must immediately
be taken.to terminate the FISA surveillance, Use of the FIsA technique L . , '
almost always precluded within the parallel 265 case; 'and use of both a: FISA .

'penetration-in a 199 case and a Tith~·m penetration in a paiallel265 case is rare,
The appropriate FBI Headquarters 'operational units should. be contacted, and, ,

.' should then confer with OGC and DOTs'OIPR, to resolve legal and:
administrative issues, and to facilitate the transition.

3. . Classified information obtained in the course of a 265 case should be
placed in'.a classifie~'subfile to that investigation: . "

4. " Forspecific guidance asrespects FCr, foreign intelligence a'nd
International Terrorism investigations which may lead to.criminal prosecutions,
see:' the December 24, 2002 Memoranduni from the Deputy Auorney General

, arid The Director, EEl, captioned "Field Guidance OF! Intelligence Sharing.
Procedures for FI and FCi Im·ej~tigaTions."

Section 19-10 (U) Human Rights Offenses'

A. (U) Whoever commits 'a war crime

~-'-~: ..
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~ ---1. Inside or outside the United States; .
. .

2. ,.·Either the perpetrator 'or the victim 'being a: member of the Armed Forces
.or a U.S. national; shall be imprisoned for any term of years up to life. If death
results the penalty includes: death. .

3. Awar crime is any conduct:
, T""oo'- , :. 'I,..r·. .- • . .- • ..,. --. .

!i) , i.zenneu as a grave oreacn ur me mrernauonai can venuons signee at lJeneva .
in 1949, or any protocol thereto to ,whic~ the United States is a party; ,

b)' Prohibitedby the Annex to the Hague Convention IV, Articles 23: 25,27 or
28;' ,

, c) . Which violates common Article 3 'of the international conventions signed at- .
Geneva in 1949, or any protocol thereto to 'which the Uni ted States is a party,
and which deals with non-international armedconflict; or

d) Of a person who in relation to an armed conflict willfullykills or causes
serious injury to civilians, contrary to the provisions of the Protocol.on
Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other
Devices, as amended at Geneva in 1996. See: Title 18. U.S. Code, Section
2441 (End ExecutiveOrder 13107.

~,

B.' (U) Whoever commits torture '
':'

.1, Outside the United S rates;
. ..... . ,'. .. -- . -r . • 2, ·.. ·The offettder-being'either a·U.S:.·l1'ati"Qnal-, Or present inthe Uni~.ed':5'tate~;·".~"·~:.:".,.<,,: -,

, irrespective of the nationality of the offender'or victim; 'shall be fined andlor . ..
imprisoned for a term of not more than 20 years. If death results the penalty
,shall be imprisonment for any term of years up to life, or death.

.. '.. '". . ' . .

3~ .... A~ act of torture is an act committed by a person under color of law; with ,
the specific intent to inflict severe physicalor mental pain or suffering upon
another person within hislher custody or physical control, See: Title :/8. us. :
Code-Section 2340-2340B and Executive Order /3107.'

" - "

....... - _..i..,:..

r:
~....=:

"--

,,-,...-

C. (U) Whoever commits genocide

.1. - The offense being either inside the United States; or
. '. .

2. 'The offender being. a U.S. national; shall be fined not more than
$1,000,000 and/or imprisoned for a term of not more than twenty years. If death
.results the penalty. shall be a fine of not more than $1,000;000 and imprisonment
forllie. .

3., .An act of genocide is ail act which is committed with the specific intent to
destroy, in whole or in substantial.part; a naLi.ennL.ethnic, radsJ,;'()H~:igi9.us ._,_.:..- ~....; .
group. See: Title 18, U.S. Code, Sections 109.1-1093.and Executive Order
13107.' '

, Section 19-11 CUI. TheBehavioral Analysis Program
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, A. '(U) See: Section.2-35; supra. ';

Section 19-12 (U) Foreign Emergency Support Team (FEST)

A. (D) To ensure an effective U.S. Government response to international terrorism
incidents, the R::ST concept was developed by interagency agreement and,
promulgated by National Securi ty Council memorandum. FEST ensures the
nrovisionof soecialized interazencv assistance to,U.S. foreign Mi~,<;il)ns and
'friendly governments overseasduringte~orist'incidents. ." ,

" B. ' (D) The FEST is led by a senior State Department officer, and includes ,
'repredentatives from DOS, CIA, FBI, and other federal government agencies as
required. The team is able to deploy within four, hours of notification in response
to,an international' terrorist incident. The International Terrorism Operations :

'Section (ITOS), CTD, makes all policy decisionsregarding the FBI's participation
in'FESr. The ITOS is responsible for selecting the FBI personnel assigned to a' '
FEST depl~yment.

C. (D) During working hours, contact by th~ POS, will be made directly' to the ITOS
Section Chief for initiation' of the 'FBI FEST call-out procedures. During,
nonworking hours, the DOS will notify the Strategic Intelligence Operations
Center (SlOC), which will then immediately contact the ITOS Section Chief for
initiation of the FBI FEST call-out procedures. The FEST response is designated
to depart from Washington, D'-C., within four hours of the time mobilization is

',ordered. ' , ,

" ' . ,. ,-:'D.:",~ (D) Ali 'persoruid assigned to s~~port tn~ FEST a"rld'the~e:fu~e"su~je~~-t'~ -'-:;-, ":~',~:'..""': ,-,,:",-,:'~' r'
.. ,'deployment, must obtain 'pr<;>per documentation and 'immunizations. Diplomatic"
, passports for appropriate FBI personnel are maintained in the Counterterrorism '

Section, DOS; All personnel are advised that these passports are strictly fo~ use
during ~ST missions, and are not to be used for any other purpose. '

. '. ...... . .
, Section 19·13 (U) Alpha Designations

,A. ,CD) See: Section 1-04, supra:
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From: BOWMAN, MARION E.
Sent: ThursdaY Noyember 13,'20031:30 PM
To: I J'.
SUbJ·ec;.:.:t:~__~R=E.:..::C:::.:o~n.!..::ta::.::c~ts at DOD and NSC .

..~~g~ I· . .....

L<:'
bi~

hiC

be::
b7e

. -Original [essaqe-- . ', .
From: _ I .
Sent: Thursday, November 13, 2003 1:00 PM
To: BOWMAN, MARION E.
Subject:' Contacts .atDOD andNSC ..

When convenient, please send me the phone numbers for the contacts, 'and I will arrange for:
the delivery of the Amnesty International report. .' .

Thank you,

b i:

:b7C

. ".~. ... ---: .. .~ ~.- " -.::."

. .
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I

bEo
pOwas going to f~~ard ., Presiden~af ~irectjV~ to ~ou

.';;~~rinal MessaGe---- I(M'M)(FBI) . _.

Sent: Tuesday. Septemb~r 28, 2004 P.u;2_2...PuM~____ J 't
To:1 lCTD)(FBI)t tern) (F~I~,--_~__ (CT!?) (FBI)
Subject: HVD release procedure

~
NON-RECORD

'Gentleman,

As you are aware AUSA Lopez attendned a meeting at the Pentagon earlier today regarding the release !?f
:BL #'s 28, 32, 33. and 34: . ,

. All of the interested parties, except DIA, agreed that BL#'s 28, 32, and 33 should be released conditionally,
and that BL # 34 should be released without conditions. OIA indicated that they need more time to 

conclude their interviews 'with several of the detainees. '

Despite this agreement. several questions ';ere,raised,wtilph~iJfrequire resolution prior to the release of
.BLtfs .28, 32, 33, and 34., . ." .'.'. . ., .•.. :0, ._ • - .

First"theUraqi rolejn the rele,as? process must b~,clarified;'

Second, release conditions must be detennined; and

Third; prior to determining release conditions, legal autnority to impose release condltionsmust be .' ,
identified. Additionally. authority to enforce release conditions must be determined. (A consensus seemed

to emerge that actual enforcement of any release conditions l"!1ay be unrealistic, even if legally enforceable).'

b7C

.r ,

_~ Iindicated th~t ~ese issues would beaddressed at.th~ meeting' next week. .

These are the issues.

~
'NON-RECORD

·b6
b7(~

As we discuss,ed at the meeting this moming, NelS has been conducting an investiga,tion into allegations

. ' ..OIG-;-REQ 02/18/0S-?ART 10
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s~·

of abuse made by detainees againstmilitary personnel. The allegations ,include military personnel in .
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Gilmo. As part of this investigation, NCIS investigators have directly contacted

: FBI personnel regarding interviews they conducted with terrorism detainees: The latest agentcoritacted was
., assigned to the Las Vegas Division whothencontacted NSLB through his Divtsion Counsel. I spoke with

the NCIS investiqator about this interview beforehand andshe was under the impression that other agents
were also being contacted as part of-the NCIS investigation. However, this is the only interview about which
NSLB has been contacted. (The Las Vegas Agent was 'not. a target, he was contacted because he was
present for an NCIS debriefing of a detainee who described abuse being committed by military personnel.) I
have als~ been advised that Army CID is contacting us regarding, a slmllar lnvesfiqafion for incidents in Iraq.

. ...

The issues raised by.such requests include whether an Agent is a target or witness, whether the questions ..
will touch upon classified information, and releasing documentslreports to the interviewers. No policy
currently exists for'responding to these requests. But, I have spoken to the, Inspection Division and they, . , .
would like tobe advised OT and be present for these interviews..NSLBwould also like to be contacted to

, review all the issues triggered'by.the interview. So, if anyone is contacted about an Agent being interviewed
regarding past mterviews/contact with detainees, please let me know so that I can advise' the appropriate..

· personnel.

·te'#i.........,.. _

********~***************...::~ .. ---

b2
r=o.:.:=-::="""""...........w Branch Counter Terrorism law Unit 1 LX 1 be

b'C

b7C

Valerie: Since the move to LX as taken over responsibility for these types of Iraq Unit,' .

matters. Your e-mail iStimeIYinthaSivingtrainingtoagent~.nextMondaywhoarebeingrotated.to
Iraq. I have passed your message on to and have asked himto respond. CTS has put together some

· "ad:.ice" relating to FBI conduct in these extraterritorial situations. 'FBI operators are not thattapp~with the.
, ,advice. We are currently working with the Iraq Unit to modify the recommendations: If you or ould like

to s~e a copy of the protocol, we can provide it to you. I will find who 'is covering Afghanistan and get your e.
.mail to thern as well. .' .

--Original Message--
From: Caproni, Valerie E. '(OGe) (FBI) ,

.~r" Fri~il>!, !Jctp/»r~~Ot~i~17r-A_M _

ee{ J"(OGC) (FBI)J IeOGC) (FBI)
Subject: battlefield advice

~
'NON-RECORD

b"
.i. 7C'

_I
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See what you can come up with, pis.

VC

*******~***************

'.~
~":'NON-RECORD . '. ". .', .....~.....: .

b5

.' c::=J I am not ~el1ain who IS~orking with the Milital}' Liaison Unit thes~ days. Can~ you please pass.
Valerie's request on to them? I have.passed the message toc=:=1cir the Iraq portion. .' .'.:

. Spike: A~y t~oughts on ,Valerie's e-rpail?

-.Original Message-- .. .
:From: Caproni, Valerie E. (OGe) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, October 08, 2004 11:i7 AM
··Tad lioGe) (FBI) I .
Cc[ ] (OGC)(FBI); !cOGC)(FBI)
Subject: battlefield advice 1..-.-....-..,....---

~
NON-RECORD

I

be::
bie

b6
b7C

bS
hie

, b~)
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See what you can c,?me up with, pis.

· VC .

********************
I'd like to see what "advice" is outtnere right now and'what y'ap come up with .before it goes final.

Thanks,

VC

"." ,

.j

..,~-Oriqioa! MessaOf7==
.Fromj I(OGe) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, October 08, 2004 12:2~7..:.P..;..M~......;.__..,
To: CaprooL Valerie E[ (OGC) (FBI-)J .JeOGC) (FBI)
c{ _ .LOGC).(FBI)[ t9GQ(FB.D. .......
SUbject: RE: battlefield advice .. '.

"~n
. NON-RECORD

bf
))'c'

bc
b7-::

· Valerie: Since the move to LXr-::=lhas' taken 'dv~r resp~nsibility for these types.of Iraq Uriit

matters, Your..rnail is ti~eIY;i1iiia\.J g;vi.~:rai"\"g 10 agents next Monday Who are being:
rotated to Iraq. I have passed your message on t and have asked him. to respond. CTS has put'

.. together some "advice" relating to FBI conduct in t ese extraterrttorial situations. FB(operators are not
that ha~py Witthe advice. W.eare currently work(ng with the Iraq Unifto,modify the recommendations,

'If you 0 ould like to'see a copy of the protocol, we can provide it to you. I will find who ,is .. "
covering AfghC!nistan and get your e-mail to them. as well: '

· -Original Message- .
From: Caproni, Valerie E: (OGe) (FBI)
Sent: Friday October 08,2004.11:17 AM,
To I(aGe) (FBI)

· Cc I(OGC)(FBI);I kOGC) (FBI)
Su oject; battlefleld .advice ---------

~'
'NON-RECORD

t6
b7C
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s~'

Seewhat you can come Lip with, pis.

vc

*************
Will do.

• "-,'.s: Ori~:ji;'al Message--
'From: (aproni,' Valerie E; (OGC) (FBI) "

.. 'Et'?:? October ;l~i~~f-M -,~~~(~~) ~FBI).,
su6]e~: ~: battlefield advice

VC'

-Original Messaae--=.. ,

'fromi : I(OGe) (FBI)

Sent: Friday, October 08, 2004 12:2~7..;.P.;.;M_' _

To: (aproni, Valede E] (OGC) (FBI)~ ] (O'GC) (FBI)
ccr , (OGC) (FBI)t ICOGC)(FBI)

, subject: RE: battlefield advice

'~UN ED
QN:RECORD

~ .'. .

b0
b7:~

b ;)

b'C

FBI023998CBT
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b6
biC

. Valerie: Since memove to LX.II has taken over responsibilitY for these typesof Iraq Unit .
matters. Your e-mail is timelyin~. giving training to agents next Mondaywho are Being b':;

rotated to Iraq. I have passed your message on toCJand have asked him to respond. CTS has P\Jt" b7C

togethersome "advice"·relating to FBI conductin these extraterritorial situations. FBI operators are not ",
that ha~e Wi~ the advice. We are currently working with the Iraq Unit to modify the·recommendations.. '

, If you 0 ould like to see a copy of the protocol, we can provide it to you. .I will find who is ' ' '
, covering Afghanistan and get your e-mail to them as well. ,. . ,

---Original Message--'- .
From: Caproni, Valerie E. (OGC).'(FBI)'

.Sen~: Friday, October 08, 2004 11:17 AM
TO:l IrpGC) (fBI) .

Cc:. I(OGC) (FBI~==========lcOGC). (FBI)
SUD]ed: battlefield advice

~'

NON-RECORD

. 'b6
j,7C

..'... ~.:

. -'

. See what you can come ~p with. pis.

VC

**********
. .

·1 ~II handle"thls from C!LU I.

Fro~final Messgqe==- Ic~Gcj (FEll') • ,

.' Sent: friday, October 08, 200412:32 PM . . "
To:1 kciJe) (FBI) .
Cc: i :I(OGC) (FBI); BOWMAN, MARION E. (OGe) (FEn)~ kOGC)(FBI)'
SubJect: FW: battlefield advice ' '-------

b6
b7C·

OIG-REQ02/18/05-PART 10
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~
·NON-RECORD

.s~·
):. :"

I II ~m not certain 'w~o is'working ~ith the -Mili~ary Liaison:unit the~e days, Can you please pas~.· '~~:::,
·Valerie's request on to. them? I have passed the message to Sean f~r the Iraq porton. '

' ..

Spike: Any thoughts ?n. Valerie's e-mail?

---Original Message--
Proms Capronl, Valerie E. (DGe) (FBI)
Sent: Friday, October08, 2004 u.rz AM
To:1 I(OGe) (FBI) ,
Cc: -'CDGC) (FBI)~....._...,--_----,kOGC) ('FBI)
Subject: battlefield advice

~
NON-RECORD

See what you can con:e up with, pis.

vc .

~,
*****************~**

--Original Message-- .
·From: Capronl, Valerie E. (DGe) (FBI)
Sent: Friday. OctoberQ~ 2004 2:22 P,:-M:-..,;. _

TO~ l(DGe) (FBI)~ !caGe) (FBI)

, .
. b'"

. ))7(::

. bie
b7(~ .

b5

-:: ".:.- --, ..

.....

'b',:
t~ .
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.~

ce:1 lco~C) (FBI)I lOGC)(FBI)
Subject: RE: battlefield advice L....- ---'

~
NON-RECbRD

b<:
b'C

I'd like 'tos~e what "advice" is'o~t there right now and what y'all come up with before it goes final. ..
:. ' .. : .' . ,

Thanks,

vc.

Fro~1qiQilI Messa~'l (OGe) (FBI)

Sent: friday, October 08,.200412:2~7....;.P",-M,-- _
To: CapropL Valerje F

1
(OGC) (FBI)~ ](OGC) (FBI.) .

cc:l .(aGe) (FBI);I roGC)(FBI) .'
Subject: RE: battlefield advice .

~
. NON·RECORD ...

'..

'hie

. '. . .

'. .·~a~~~.e: ~il}ce the. '~~ve to~~h~S !?~~n over r~.;:;P9_~sibility for the~e ~~es of-Ira·q·.u.ni~' .: _..__..._~_
.'". '. "matters. Your e-mail is.timelyi~ 9iV!iifr'ali-T9 to agents' Mxt'Monday-';vho are tieing" '.- - ~~~ .. .-

. rotated to Iraq. J h~ve passed your message on to and have asked hil1.1 to respond. CTS has pu~ b - C '

together some "advice" relating to FBI conduct in these extraterritorial situations. FBI operators'are not
. : that ha{y(witthe a~vice. We pre currently working ~ith the Iraq ~nit.to modify, th.e recomme.ndatioQs:

. ' If you 0 oulcllke to see·a copy of the protocol, we can provide It to you..1will find who IS

',_ covering A ghanistan and get.your e-{I1ail to them as well. '. " " ',: .' .: .. , .'.

-Original Message---
From: Caproni, Valerie E. (OGC) (FBI) .
.·Sent: Friday, October OBi 200411:17'AM
Toe [rpGC).(FBI)

.cc:l I (OGC) (FBI)~ l"(qGC:) (FBI}:
Subject: battlefieldadvice .. . .'""---------'

~
NON-RECORD

1:6 , .
L "7C:.

bS

:""OIG-REQ 02/18/05-PART. 10

FBI024001 CST

FBI0000270.,



\,

See what you can come up with, .pis.

vc

.~.. ,

**~**********

. The FBI has not participated in or facilitated monitoring any of the meetinqs between detainees and their
counsel. FBI G.TMO has.not reviewed or received any transcripts or reports of said monitoring.

., I . .
Assitant General Counsel .

Counterterrorism Law Unit 1

.FBI GThIO

. ,.,~.' "~~. US NaVal Base,·GuiW.tan~o B~Y~ ttib~ ~'':,~'~' :-_..

I I .'
...." ,'. '.. ' - ~':.'::"", -";-", ..

01

b':
tiC

. '!, OIG-REQ. 02/1S/0S-PAR'I' 10,
FBI024002CBT

FBI.0000271



s~ I, .

. Yesterday federal'judqe Kollar-Kotelly ruled that terror suspects held by US authorities at Guantanarno Bay.
in Cuba must be allowed to meet with lawyers and that their conversations cannot be monitored. .- '. '. "

..~

**************~*******

Attached (for re~1 this time) is the outlin~: Pursuant to my conve~ation withl Itoday, I added a.n ..
additional category to cover issues concerning requests for our agents to be interviewed or to testify

. regarding their participation in a detainee interrogationDraised some good'questions since she's been'

advised that a detainee she intervie.....\'!d is nowbeinq referred to a military commission..

. .

. This is a first swag at an outline, so we-welcome any other issues or concems you can think of.

o
---Original Message--'

FBI024003CBT



" "

\,

'From~ kOGC)(FBI)
Sent: Wednesday October 20 20~ 1:51 PM
.To:1 OGC) (FBI).
'Su5J~ct: RE: outline .'

.~
NON-RECORD

·0N'eithe,oor I recelve~ the.outJi~e nattache~ent.~D
. , '

-Original Message-
Froml -'(OGCH~BI)
Sent; TuesdaY October ;"2, 2004 10:18 AM
ToL KOGq (FBI);I ~1 (OGC)(FBI) .
SUD]ect: outline' '.

.i-s
... Lie:

b6
biC

l' ~
b 1(_'

. 'First overview of issues cutllne produced by Rick and r. your th9ughts?

D,'
.........

eli·

<•

.~********,*****~:j<**
U ED", , .

, ,

.NON-RECORD .

.' ,{

-:

be .
tiC

be
D7e

Attached (for real this time) is the outline. Pursuant to my conversation witti Itoday, I 'added an
. additional category to cover issues'concerning requests for our agents to be interViewedor to testify
,regarding their participation in a 'detainee interrogation.Draised some good questions since she's been'

ad~iSed that a ,detaineeshe.interviewed is now being referredto-a mllltary cornm'sslon,

: . This is a first swag at an outline, so we welcome anyother i~sues ,or concerns you can.fhlnk of..

~ro~1gjoal Messa0:J(OGC)(FBI)

sent: Wednesday. October 20 2Qk4 1:51 PM .
To:l. OGe;) (FBI)

,·b0
h7C:

OIG-REQ 02/18/05-PAR~ 10
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"'f~
~I\.~~

SUbject: RE: outline

.~

NON-RECORD.

) ('

.c::=J!eitheDr I receiv~d the ·~u·tIi~e,'·attachement.D.

--Original Message- ,
From4 l(OGe) (FBI) .
Sent: Tuesday-, October 12/ 2004 10?8 AM
To~ kOGC) (F~I)'l I(OGc)(F~I)

-.. Subject: outline . '. -. ...,.,.......---.....

.~. UN lED
QN:RECORD

o
First overvievi of issues outline produced by Rick and I. Your thoughts?

L'6
.: L'C

·'be:
D7i~'

be
L

. ~. ~.-:-:~ ...... :.--: ""-_....... lcoun.!ene~~rism La':,Un,it j lxf:.-~- 5S2~ 21'- l .. -~---
***************************

b2 :..' -»:

- b;::; ~-., .. ~, .
b'O'~

FYI

--Original Message--
From: .Caproni, Valerie E. (OGe) (FBI)

Sent: ThurSda;,;ctobe~21'2004 1:36 PM ,,roI, -- ,(OGe) (FBI) ...-- .....,
-cc (OGe) (FBI)~L...- tOGq (FBI)
Su]ect: RE: a efield Advice , .

. .
. "

. - ECORD" .

-be
b'C

Thanks. I think ~ere is also-arrlesue of what does it mean to "not participate' in aggressive interrogation'
(outside our guidelines) when you are i(1 forward positions. what happens ;fth~ Army beats tile stuffing out

,of a detainee: gives him to FBI, he starts talking to FBI and then the Army wants him back. Have we just
."participated" ili'~obttC'op-bad ~op with the Army? 'Howtonq after Army does its thing do we need' to wait to'

notbe viewed as a "participant" in the harsh interrogation.

-Original Message-- - ' '
From~ l (aGe) (FBI) ,
Sent: Thursday, October 21,20041:27 PM
To: Caproni,-Valerie E, (oco (FBI)

.... OIG-REQ 02/18/.05-PART 10

tc
L~'C
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\ ·s~ )

. cc:1 kOGC) (FBI);IL.- I(OGC) (FBI) .
SUD]ect: Battlefield Advice ,

~·RECORD .

Valerie: I wanted to give you a quiCk update on the status of the·advice you requested pertaining to our
agents in Afghanista rag. I know you really wanted thlslast week and I apologize for the dela .. '
As you know, (CTLU 1- Afghanistan) is working jointly on the advice with .'

. (CTLU 1/ - Iraq) ust returned yesterday from the London trai~ing for the Iraqi judges and
c=::Pre' far along in the research and drafting. They are meeting this morning'with th.e militarY unit and

military officials, and have spoken with aqentswrto have been on the ground to get a sense of prior
agent experience in these environments. From talking tcC:Jthe complexities come not with the
targets who the USG may have a viable prosecution interest in (the advice is much easier to provide),
but rather with those tarfets in~hom we have a pure intelligence interest. "If a draft of the advice ,is not
completed by tomorrow ill give you a full update right after the Iraqi Special Tribunal·briefing to
ensure that the advice comports with what you have in mind: Thank you. .

be
h7C

**********************
~
RECORD 315E'-_..'

(U) '.
- :'~" .",:",. ~-. ..... '-.; "--:01" l.·-:--::·:·:--, .....:::. '.' .: . ".- . ";--"

.. Just keeping you in th~loo~.,·AS anticipat~d. we fire treati~g him differently a~d as su'ch ~re h~Ving him

removed froml Ito Abu.G prison. a mO,re established, 'Iong tern facility..
, r,,0

b-=: .

b6
1:: i·:;

tiC

(SE)(FBI)
ptiEciii£IiiiLJb~bebe~rOOrl, 20041:56 PM .
I-------L--L.L...I.IJ) (FBI). .,
I",..r--.,..__----J (em) (FBI)!-'------=:)sb) (FBI)jL...- Ol (GOb'

~:.L.IL.-_LJM c. (CTD) (FBI);! rCOGe) (FBI);[ ['ROf(F.BI);
)(FBI)

: Record checks

IAs antidO"~1

b5
b.C
bi'-:

.·.OIG~~Q02/18/05-PART .10
'-----_.'---'-.- ..
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I lapproached the Jordaniansi~ Amman. They provided fingerprints and.a copy of a,n" '.
indictment. l'm having the documents associated with the prints translated and wHl forward to CJIS.C]
also sent a copy (not translated) to CJIS. He will forward the indictment as well. He did this at my request,
and let me review the information he was releasing to the Jordanians beforehis meeting. He can provide
more detailed information but it appears the Jordanians are ,cooperating., "

A lack alan existing US case and the limitations of using evidence obtained ln Iraq certainly make a us
prosecution problematic. If the Jordanian charge is substantial and it 'looks like a good case, then that may
be the preferred route. The Jordanians taken with him could also be provided as witnesses/additional
sUbjects. '

You can coordinate this matter with me or Joh~ K., of course. The BOC case agent is SAl IT~e
BOC Reports Officer is ROI . IWe can pass anything to Salad. " 1...- _

ss4 1

Deputy On-Scene Commander

. Bagh.dad Operations Center

Baghdad, Iraq'

b5

be '
b"7:=

h,::
b"7C

-,·1 1,
"'I'" •

":' .c:
b':: '

(U)

--Original Message--:-: '
Froml kem) (FBI}

·-sent: Monday, November 01, 20048:49 AM
,To I (<:;1=) (FBI) ,

CCo I(em) CFBI)il :JCSD) (FBI)~ ~CTD):
(FBI); BPJESE, M,C.{CTD) (FBI)J;'=~=I.-----ROG9 (FBI) '-----~-
SUbje~: RE: Record checks

~
" RECORD 315E

No problem, they have been done already. I. thouqht they had already sent them out to you.

· Wh~t's our,status in Iraqwith~ Is he ~~ing hel,~ ~nd has he been interviewed by-anyone
other than FBI personnel since his initial capture. I am going to speak with CTS on this issue later today

. and wanted to see if f G?uld give them some f~el for what we have so far, We are trying desperately to get a
decision on what we should do with this guy quickly. Our discussion here have produced a couple of

.._scenarios: ~ -....- - .

· 1, Provide him to,the Jordanians

2, Designate him an enemy combatant

3. Let him be prosecuted by the Iraqi court system

FBI024007CBT

L·t'
}:;Ie'

b:'
b0
hie

. ":. OIG-REQ 02/18/o'S-PAR'l' 10
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s~

4. Prosecute him here in the U.S.

I ha~~ Idoing a full reveiw of all information/evid'ence·thatwe h,ave 'sofa; on him to see'what we have'
that could be used in an open court. I suspect that it is pretty limited. ln.youropinion, could we use any of
the Info developed in Iraq so far in to support a U.,S. prosecution? In particular, the statements of the. c- 2

.lndivlduals apprehendedwith him or are these tainted as intelligence lntervlews only by virtue of being b6

conducte~,I ,c~ ,: .

. .
I would like,.to see. this prosecuted in a U:S. court ,ifwe have enough usable evidence to.support it.

Also, who should we be coordinatinq ,this o~e with on your side~ ~~ss6l1'!.e info'he is trying to get
outto Salad thatmay be helpful to the interviewers and he is not sure who we should be directing the info

, ~. .

It's been'a busy few days. I was out with the Flu on Friday, but i.arn back in the game. If you guys need
anything,just let me know. Also, let me know,when you can get ttl,e, SVTCand I will coordinate on this end.

.' " will coordinate with SO and CTS, but I think we, should do one SVTC i:ind include everyone.

')'11 be glad when we get your comm's fixed so we can call you. Stay safe.

D
br:·

, b7(::·

.,
--'-Ori:inal Message- .
'From~ leSE) (FBI) .
Sent: unday, October 31, 2004 12:49 PM

'.~.~~ t.(cg;'?-:'f)" :-, :..... .: ··:·:·";"~':'·:'""""'C~· ··7-· .. ·.·.;. ., .....,.:... ~.~;
Subject: Record checks' . , ' .

I ~ent in thenames o~ ~~ ISLU for full r~cord ' .. ;~~
checks at myrequest. Could you please prod the analysts to cornplete'thosechecks as soon a's " b"7

'possible? A decision on their futureis imminent. and I don"t want them toleave our control if they,
are ot interest to us or anyoneelse.Thanks. gat .

.. '. .
ss~......-:-- 1. .

. Deputy On-Scene Commander

. 'Baghdad Operations Center

Baghdad, iraq

-- b:::
tic
b7C

. .

-·:,~;*r:i~=5:~.1~i;7tV'{1SSlr'-c4tioii 6did~ § 3, Eilfi$':!d,1'87 Fgrejgn Gi'lllp+erlptlllli'fsRse It'hc3tigatiolis' : '

.(U) .~.

******************************
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1,---:-_
, ,

I know thatl [were workin9 on something regarding this issue.

____---ll is ther~'someih;ng tha~ else tha~ IShOUld be a~are of?,

·Steve
. ,

-Original Message--
From~ I(em) (FBI)' ,
Sent: Tuesday, November Q2,2004 3:32 PM "

,To: SIEGEL STEVEN N (aGe) (FBI)
Subject: quick question '

'J

'~
, NON-RECORD'

'1~,0

, b"C

: '.

" ".,

I am attending a deta'inee policy meeting at CENTCOM next week, One of the anticipated topics is, ,,:
interrogation policies for different agencies. I want to make sure I have the latest FBI policy. I knowc=J,

c=:Jdid an EC dated 5119/04 (66F-HQ-A1258990) regarding FBI policy of treatment of detainees during

OCONUS interrogations. 'Is this the latest EC? Thanks '

bt

t,.::

Th~re isn',t a newer .one, we're w~rking'on '~r~ating a newer one,

'-'-Original Message--
, From: SIEGi:L STEVEN N (aGe) (FBI)'
, . Sent: Tuesd ' ,20043:50 PM )]0 .

,To: ern (FBI)" .,.' , ",., ,...:.'_____ " b:l'"

Cc: OGe) (FBI); MCNALLY, RIOiARI?,.(OGC) (FBI)~ ~OGC)(FBI) , '':
, Su ~e question ' ,

,I know that Rick MCNallY,'andl Iwere wOrk'jng,on 'something r~gardln~ this.issu~,

RiC~ Ii~ there,sornethlnq that else thatDshou'd' be a~~re of? ",'

--Oricnal MessaQfr=- ' '
From: I(em) (FBI)

: Sent:uesday, November 02,,2004 3:32'PM
To: SIEGEL STEVEN N (aGC) (FBI) ,
Subject:,quick question

t;::
tiC'

" ,
"'~_.: _. '~....:.-~.

FBfD240D9CBT
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·~.

·1. am attending a detainee policy meeting at CENTCOM next week. One otthe anticipated toplcs is
interrogation policies for different agencies. J want to'make sure I have the latest FBI policy. l'knC?U
~did an EC dated Si19/04 (66F-HQ-A1258990) regarding FBI policy of treatment ofdetainees 'dun!1g

OCONUS interrogations..Is this the latest'EC? Thanks

/ ·55AIL... ......-__/cTD(OR~/0LDULX~l, Room. 3S-201L... _

******************************

There isn't a'newer one, we'ie working ~n creating a newer.one.

, h',
f~C:

b~

'~

.NON-RECORD

---~-----' .
lknow thatl ~et'e working on~ome~ing.regar?h;g this issue..

1...- , is' ther~ ;omething ~at else ltlatl ~hOUld b~'aware of?

',Slev~

-Oriajoa! MessaOf== . ,
From:[ IcCTD) (FBI) .
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2004 3:32 PM .. ' ,
To: SIEGEL STEVEN N (OGe) (FBI) '" -z-
~.ubject: quick question

~
NON-RECORD

t,c,
.b:C

'-.

OIG-REQ 02/18/05-PART, 10.
s~ FB1024D1 DeBT--..

FBJ:0000279



. I am attending a detainee policy rneetinq at CEI-HCOM next week. One of the anticipated topics is "
interrogation policies for different agencies. I want to make sure I have the latest FBI policy. I knowD

c=Jjid'an sc dated 5/19/04 (66F-HO-A1~58990) regarding FBI policy of treatment of detainees during
OCONUS interrogations. Is this the latest EC? Than~s ' ,

"ssAI Ic~D/qRs( MLD,U LX-l, Room 3S~2061 _'

~n"

I I. , i)c
It may be'helpfui ,for you to sit down with Ri~~ IWl)en yo~ get a chance so that you can pick their' b' ,-:;

brains, seeing as it is t,aking them, an awful long lime to get this EC out.

" ....

. biJ .
b7C.

~,
NON-RECORD ,

There isn't a newer one; 'we're working ~n,creating a newer one.

-Original Message--
From: SIEGEL STEVEN N(OGC) (FBI)

~~bTU7 :","bRr0oc;~ ;~I)j . lOGe) (FBI)~----j(6Gc)(FBr) b7Csut~ ~: qurcr question .. .1.....----------

,~
'-'.,. 'NON-RECORD

, ~ know tha~L. lwere w~rking on SOrileu,ing regardi~g this issue.'

'.~.

b,=
b'(:

,'''OIG-REQ 02/18/05-PART ,10
L- __
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) ,

(:

Steve

, --OriCinal Message-- '
From: l(do) (FBI)

,Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 20043:32 PM
To: SIEGEL STEVEN N (OGC) (FBI) ,
,Subject: quick question '

~'
, NON-RECORD ' .

,,'

,tiC.

, I am attending a.detalnse policy meeting at CENTCOM~ext week; One of the anticlpated topics is' ,
, interrogation policies far different agencies. I want to make sure I have the 'latest F,BJ policy. ," knowD'
CJdid an EC dated 5/19/04 {66F-HQ-A1298990) regarding FBI policy of treatment of detainees-durinq

, QCONUS interroga,tions. Is this the latest EC? Thanks '

ssAIL.... IcTD/ORSIMLDU LX-i, Ro~~; 3s'-20gl- I,

,bo
LIe
b.::'

':~~-.-:-".

,*******************

~,
NON-RECORD

. . ;" '; ...

, ..

' .
~ 1'0._.. .'

-:.... ': .. ".-- ',-- .

,Everyone pick a time and we wil/. meet in 5S200 '.

1.9:15

2.12:30

,3. Someorher time ('-_..:....- ....J)'

--Original Messaae ,
From~ kOGC)(FBI) ,
Sent: Tuesday. NOVember02"2004 4:48 PM ."' -, _-'------
re] jOGC) (FBI); SIEGEL STEVEN NCOGe) CFBI~J I(OD) (FB~)
Cc~ !<bGC)'{FeI)t JCOGC) (FBI),
~ub]ect: RE: quickquestion

be
b'e'

FBI024012C8T
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),
,~.

. . .'

The current EC is still in effect. What we are developing is to reach beyond the issues covered in thatEC
and give more detailed advise. Jwould lik~ to know more on w~at CEN.TCOM is doing becasue that is a

mater o'fc~ncern for me.W " , ' , ,,' : .. . , , ' " , " '.', . '

, Se-Fr-~~t:~:::ber !'~~i;L:~:t.~~~"3"'J:;PCJM"';' _
To: SIEGElSTEVE; N (OGC) (fBQl ll.crtioDO){GFC)BI()FB''1:)' '
Cc:f _ J(OGe) (FBI);I ~
SUb]ect~ RE: qUic question " -,----

,'~.',
'" NON-RECORD',

]-)7("

bi:~

t. /,:- .

There isn't a newer one, we're wOrking on creating a newer one.

--Original MeSsage--
From: SIEGEL STEVEN N. (OGC) '(FBI) ,
Sent: Tuesday November~,20043:50 PM " ' .
TOf (FBI):"
Ce..(OGe)(FBI); MCNALLY/.RICHARD (OGC) (FBI)~ ~OGt)(FB1)-:,
Su ]ect:' RE: quickquestion,' . 1-..._----

: '. .

....,.,..-~.:, ... ,

, , 'NON-RECORD.'

' .. :

I kno~ thatl ~e~e worl<ing,on some~'ing, :regardi~gihiS.issue.

.......... --11is 'there somethi~g that efs~' tha'~ ISJ:1Quld be awar~ ?f?

Steve

--Original Message--
Froml !cern) (FBI)
Sent: Iuesday, November 02, 2004 3:32 PM
To: SIEGEL STEVEN N (OGC) (FBI)
Subject: quick question

~
NON-RECORD

, "

b::
b,e

I am attending a detainee,poiicy meeting at CENTCOM next week. One of the 'anticipatedtopics is
interro~ation policies for different'agencies.\ want to make sure I have the late;lt FBI policY. I knowD.

C::JM an EC dated 5/19104 (66F-HQ-A1258990) regarding FBI policy of treatment of detainees dunnq
OCONUS interrogations. Is this the latest,EC? Thanks

, b C,

b"7,~

'···OIG-REQ 02/18/0S-P.ART 10 '
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)(

ssAI ----..__lcTD~O·~5/M~DULX~l•. Room 35-2001 _ i-:

***********************
I have a 9 already so 12:30 works for me, I'll Dring the CENTCOM itinerary y..ith me.

--Original Message--
From: SIEGEL stEvEN N (OGe) (FBI) ....
Sent: TUP<;r1rlv NC1\""mber 02, 20045:01 PM . '.' .

.To II ll.l \/I-H • MCNALLY, RIrHARp'COGC) CFBf)·l tern) (FBI)
Cc: (OGC) (FBI);L J~OG~C~)"7.(F::::B:-;;'I)-----

'Su JJ~ct. Kt:: qUICK question ...,' .: :

,~
NON~RECORD

Everyone pick a-trne and we will meet in 55200

be .
t~c

1.9:15

'f'-i~{30 ~.. "

"'..

Frot
ioal

Messane bGC)(F:BI) '.

-Sent: 'Tuesday, November·02, 20044:48 PM
To: MCNALLY, RICHARD CQGD CEiIl; SIEGEL FTE"EN N COGCHEBIjJ l(ern) (FBI)
Ccf ... _OGC)(FBI)L . C~Ol'"":GCI""1)~(~FB~t)r----
SUbject: RE; quickquestion . . "." . . . . .

~". ,QN:RECOR;; .

The'current EC is still in effect.What we are developlnq is to reach beyond .the issues c'overed in that
EC and give more detailed advise. I would like .toknow more on what CENTCOM is doing becasue that
is a mater o~ concern for meD, ".. . '_ . ". . . . . '.

.;-:J7C ..

.--O~CinaL:esSaQe .' -...... ....;.

;:~~: ruesday, November !~~~~6~r-F4':':';~~::'::)3:":'P~M:"""- _
. To: SIEGEL STEVEN N(OGO CEByJ ~) (FBI)

~~1Ject: RE: quiCk-question (OGC) (FBI)I OGC)(F~I)

be
b7C
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1.
r :
~: ','

~D
NON-RECORD

There isn't a newer one, we're working on creating a newer one.

-Original Message--
,From: SIEGEL STEvEN N(OGC) (FBI) , , '

, senti~ue;~aY' November Qr/~,43:50 PM . ' . ' ,

.. ~~ _::= :sg~2 (FBI); MCl'IAu.Y, RICHARD(OGq (FBI)I~ lQGC)(FBI)'
SUOJe: : quickquestion . .',

~D"
, NON-RECORD,

I know thatl Iwere working onsornethfnq regarding this issue.

'I-----!==il-:i~-t"":'he-r.,..~-,s-om-,-et~j,-in-g-th-a-t....~lse th~~ ISh~Uld be aware of?

, Steve

b6
. biC

. ~ .... .,..~, . ,
:--..', ""~-""Orl~inal Message:=: .' . ,
, .'Fro~ ~cro) (FBI)

. Sentiuesday, November 02/ 20043:32 PM
To: SIEG,El STEVEN N (aGe) (FBIr

.Subjecti quick question .
• I' •

~UN ED '.

ON=RECORD '

.• __ • ......--::-- ':"7'
.. J

i am attending a detainee policy meeting at CENTCOM next week. One ofthe anticip~ted topics is
. ~ogation policies for different agencies. I want to ma~e sure I have the latest FBI.policy., I kQQwC]
'---Jdid an EC dated 5/19/04 (66F~HQ-A 125~990) regarding F,BI policy of treatment of detainees during .

OCON,US interrogations. Is this the latest EC?Thanks

~
*******************
~ .

. NON-RECORD .

bE
biC

. r<~:

.. ···OIG-REQ 02/16/05-IJART 10
FBI024015C8T

. FBI00002B4



), .. .. . ~Or::T_
.~'

Heyguys, sorry I have to push,the time back untillater in,the afternoon ifpossible. Anytime '1:30 on-works
for me. Let me know....

L..- -" (OGC) (~BI)

-Original. Message---..:..
From: SIEGEL STEVEN N (OGe) (FBI)' ,
Sent: T ber 02,·20,/-C-...l.&.l.'u...J::J.:.L..__---,

'TO:,~-----II~..........I.U-loo"l_,_ ~"""':T"--.l~:.:=.L..I~~~~=---_!'cro) (FBI) b 'C .
Cc

)....--.-......,,~....,...,--~----'
Su ]ect: RE: quick question

,.~
. N:RECOR.:

Everyone pick '8 time and.':Ne wi!! meet in 5S200

1.9:15

2. 12:30

3. Some other time (L ) ,

'b0
: -. ob!C"--Original Messaq~ .

From~ -JOGe)(FBI). . '
• TI II r 02' '2004.4:.4.8.FM .~,'_' .. ' '_..,' ..' , . ' ." . ". _. __ . 7':-~:.~"

..... ".' '~c OGe ' ~gh~~~~i)rvEN'N(OG07ERI~~~OG-c.,...)""'(FB-I"""}__----.,.I'(CrD).(·FBlr·· , :.. ' .

. . '" .Su lea: RE,: quick question '.. .

'~': ':. N:RECORD

be:'
be'::

" .

Fro~lina' M~Q~ I(~G~) (FBI) .' .

. sent: ~uesdaYlI'favemoer02; 2004r-;4~:O:::::3:!...P!..!M~ .....,
To: SIEGEL STEVEN N(OGO CEBO;I !L6P) (FBI)

, Cc:1 J{OGe) (FBI);I ~(OG~)(FBIj
Suoject: RE: quickquestion' .

.The current EC is'still in effe~t. What w~ are develo'ping is to ~e.ach bey~nd the i~sues cover~d in that
EC and give more detailed advise. I would like to know more on what CENTCOM is doingbecasue that

. , is a mater of concern for me.D " ' .' ' , . .', .: ' . , ' .

, .
~*******~*****~********

, . .
There isn't a newer cne.wsre working on creating a newer one.

FBI024016CBT
--r:_
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\

*****~*******~**

~1~
..NON-RECORD '

FYI .':

Fro~riginal Messag5~GC) (FBI)"

Sent: Tuesday! November 09,2004 2:34 PM " '.

To~ . I(OGC) (FBI) .
SUDJect: PN: The Late;st on GTMO Legal processes

b6
t'/e

'c=J- Here is the opinion.

c::=J
I I

1:::<:: ,
t"'C'

.We can continue interviews under M 17 of the Geneva Conventlon of th'e Treatment of Prisoners of War '.

':b6 :' ~ - ...... :

b 7C

..','

.."":""~~, 't-:-.-. ".... :-:-.,....,: :.:- ...... ..

, --oriajngl Messa<Je:.::;-:-·. .

.:.Fro_"!:L : :;J~~~~HFBtL' '..-: ..
Seni:~ Tuesday! November 09;2.0047~~5 AM . .

Tal ~J(FB~'
CC ~(CTD)(FBI)~,-==,,=,"" ~I(EP)(FBI)
Sujed: FW: The Latesto'.1.GTMO Legal processes

·.·IL.......--_I·· .
Assitant. General Counsel .

. .Counterterrorism Law Unit 1

FBI GTMO

US Naval Base, Guantanamo Bay, '~uba

.,
be
tic
b2

--Original Message--,-. . '. . .
.From] I(OGe) (FBI) . " ...
Sent:'j uesday, November 09! 20047:53 AM .. ' . _ .

.. '--, ,:,,'Ta:1 I. (OGC) (FBI)iBATIlE! .F.R.A.NKIfr-{Cf5t{FBI);! 1(CTD) (FBI);:-
, TIiOMAS, JUUE F, (OGe) rEef)' . I'
. Cc:1 I(em) (FBI)~ I(em) (FBI)ilL.....- ,

(CTD) (FBI) .. .

Sub~ect: FVv: The Latest on GTMO Legal processes

Based on a closer readi~g -'focusi~g 'on the Genev~ ~nventions ~ection ~ I have advisedc=}nd he
has ordered that interviews should cease until a determination of the true status of the detainees has-been.:. .

~.

b6
b7e

OIG-REQ 02/18/05~PART 10
7._

FBIOOaO?qO



\.,
I ':

.~~ .-

.reached. Additional interpretation/debate' is welcome,

: Ps I expect thiswould .?pp~Y toAfghanistan as well. "

Assitant General Counsel

,Counterterrorism Law Unit i
FBI GTMO'

, ,US Naval..Base, Guantanamo Bay,'Cub~ , "

, I I

It contains inter-alia

, 1 ___

,,1'---__1·
,Assitant General Counsel

", '

b2
b ~)

bic
tiC

, be;
tiC

t6
b

7 '=

b2
b5

.~
OIG-REQ 02/18/05-PART 10
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NON·RECORD

,'J ".

~., ) (

I will be on' Vacation in St. Lucia (Caribbea~) from Sunday November 7, 2004: through Saturday
.November 13, 2D04. While I am away, questions regarding Birmingham's FISA application can be

directed to my Unit Chied I" tC
. . 1: 7C

I am here today (Thursday 11'/04/04) and tomorrow (Friday 11/05(04). however, my.worl<phoneD·' '. f ::..

I Iis not operationai, please contact me via email or my pager! . I .... ." ,
Thanks .

. 1""::;::::7:i=====,-;.I~ln:..::te:.:m.:.:·:~::tio:.:n.:.:a::..i'~Terroris~ Operations Secti~n (ITO~ II) Iraq, Syria, Libya Unit

(ISLUJ ~orll . Felli pager

UNCLASSIFIED'

b2

~ -- -. '." \ -.":..-:-.... _.:.:.:;,.. _.:.: ...

.·!~3SW£;;,o~Jm:~;;twt·on .Gui~e G-3, ~~ted 1/97. F~r'eign C~"ntednt91Ji99'Ae8 il'l~e~t.i~auoIiS~·

~
****************************
.~.
NON-RECORD

FYI

-----Original Message-----
From:1 I. ecce: (.FBII
Sent: ·Thursday. November 18, 2004 4: 03 PM '

. To: I I (OGC) (FBII :Ir-=-.....;;;.;;~---r(OGC),(FBI)'

Subj'ect: FW: Overseas .Application of 4tI:t a.nd 5th Amendment

~
NON-RECORD

. The attached are .documents created by FBI New York I siegal ceam, 'ADcD·.
~ regarding constitutional issues overseas. I land I discussed these
matters in detail, ~o I thought this should be pa~sed on als9· .c:==J

I:'"
t "','

'· .. ·OIG-REQ 0.2/18/05-PART 10
FSI024026CBT
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)i: ',"

.;::~Tr:~:: "::::1-----1.
~:r; Tl! J ----= er ~O, 2003 '3: 40, PM

,Subject: Overseas App~~cation of 4th and 5th Amendment'

-I,
-Following up on our conversation, I think it; '" '" 1 .. n' ;

be:
b:C

1).=
b.S

--'.

..,Attached 'are the .documerrta w,e discussed.' My memo. and the charts "
discuss/describe,2d Circuit case, law and the 4,th/5th ,Am~nclrnent,issues
implicated when, 'prosecution i:s contemplated and!or' occurr'lng.

b'::
b5
100

::"~~."'':'-_'~ '7~~~._.. :

***This Docume~t C9ntains' Attorney Work Product ***

,'~,

*********************
UNCLASSIFIED
NON·RECORD

......-

b6
lie

~Justwantedy?ut~ knowlhaDaeliveredyourdetainee treatment EC andrelatec documents to ,
Valerie today. . . , ' ' ,

~IED

be
b'7(:

"., OIG-P.EQ 02/18/05-PART 10

~, FBl024027CBT
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'< ' )r"
I ,

************************

c=J'An assignme~t fro~t:J L~;'me kn~w ifyou have any questions.
. . "

D,Please stand by toassist ~sDmaYf)eed help. "': ' ..

-Original Message- ' ,', .

. Fro'm~ I(OGC) (FBI) ,

Sent: Wednesday, Deceplber 22, 2004 2:37 PM

To~ I (OGC) (FB~) .
Cc: caproni, Valerie E.(OGC) (FBI) .

Subject: P:N: Chronology

b0
b ~':

be
\.lie,

~
NON-RECORD

I lone of the things I wan;ed to'speak with you about today ~as a~signi~gDto create, with the,

assistance otLJa chronologyof events with respect to ~BI involvement as to detainee,' '

treatmenUmistreatment. Is this a good fit for,him.

be;
t~r

.. ,

.'.--.:-. ", -:.'"""':~ ..: ...., ,
." .~-~"'.'

'b0
'.I:' C .'

,,~,
NON-RECORD

I need you to assign one of your attorneys to supervise ~ para (or do Ithlrn or herSelf) to prepare a' ,"

chronology of events relative to FBI involvement with the issue of treatrnentlmistreatrnentof detainees. The b 'c

goal is to have a documentthat will be of use for briefing the Hill whe,nlif they ask for it.I lis cc'd 'tiC

, ble he has the universe of documents they will need. Some judgment needs to be usedln terms of what

should go in the chron.

I've attached documents that do some of this already.

**************************

.<. OIG-REQ 02/1'8/05-PART, 10

fBl024028CBT
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~) (

~
NON-RECORD

b cor;

b~

- bE
IWe need to pull toqetherany and all CrD documents (EC's, FD-302s. e-mail messaqeaetc.) ,': bie '

~-~
since May 2004 related to detainees in GTMO, Iraq, and Afghanistan, particularly'documentationof any,'

, abuse of detainees - either through first hand knowledge or rumor - and any reports of such abuse from the
- ,\.

Bureau to DoD or any other non-Bureau entity (s,uch as DOJ. etc.), '

,Copies of all the above should,go to bo,thl land me.l ~umber at ~.1 islL-__--:1 " t c

,,I IDid you write a document ih.af mentions a:helic~~ter at GTMO? If yes. ,I don't know, if that

document has b~~n previously produced, but please provide, if such exists.

rCJ,
, '

--O~inal Mess3 0 fr== " t'
From CfD) (FBI)'
Sent: uesday, Decem~er 28, 2004 10:59 AM
TO~ (CTD) (FBI)
Suject: GTMOTasking '-

bo
. b7C

'~" QN:RECORD

I understand you have bee'n tasked With putting together a timeline fo; the GTMO' operations. I will be '

.your point of contact for any questiqns you have reg~rding GTMO. 'L~t me know if you'need an~ing. '

"SSA! lCount~rt~rrorism Divisio~ Military Liais~~ .
.and Detainee Unit LX-I ,'RO?ID 3S~081 , ' I, " ,',,:

. " ---:.--~ ~'.'

HelloD'

_ .... ·-·r:._;.. ." _.._.. . t~., .... : •• ". .' .": ......_ -"; ~~ ~ ,;-0-=.-..;.... ••• ,"

bt:
biC

. b2

***********~**~********
mlC! ASSIF1E"!=
NON-RECORD '

I just wanted to cO~firin tbat you are speaking With,the Iraq Unit, ITOS II re.garaifl9 any lra~ issues right? "

, SS'Aj [counterterrorism Division Military Liaison and
De~ee ~nit LX-l, Room 3,32081 I"

--Original Message--,

b
'j) c.
b

'"-" OIG-REQ 02!18!05-l?,ART '10

FBI024029CBT
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\
) .

.·F~om~ kcrD) (FBI) .
Sent: uesr1::lV ~., I 20042:03 PM

To crD).(FBI) I·
Cc (crD) (FBI);I (O~C)(FBI)
Su bJect: RE: GTMOTasking· . L..-- _

,u~

NON':RECORD

be
b·'C

1 IWe need to PUIl.·t~g~ther any 'a~d all CTD documents (~C's, FO:302S, e-mail'm~s:~ages. ~tc.)' .
since May 2004 related to detainees in GTMO, Iraq, and Afghanistan, particularly documentation of any, .

, abuse of.detainees :- either ·through first hand knowledge or rumor - and anyreports of such abuse ,

.from the Bureau to 000 or any other non-Bureau entity ('such as 'DOJ, etc.). '

Copies of ail :the above sho~ld go to bot~ ~nd ,m~1 rumber at LX-1 isl.... _

I I~id y~~ write a d~cument that mentions a helic~Pte~ at GTMC>?lf yes, I don't kno·w if that.

document has beeri previously produced, but please provide, if such exists. .

• l)f:"

bG
.b'C .

-.. "

Cm)(FBI)-. -.
.Pta.Iii:saa:iZ:Eia:E~~·r:"228,812(2004 10:59 AM

OTI) (FBI) ':..., _.
·..",..,,..,.....--.....,.O..,.:r::-~-;ski..,..·n~g .

~'
ON:RECORD:' .

.' - .~'..'-. ' .. :.....~ ..

hr:,

HelloD,· ,

. I understand you have been tasked with puttinq together a timellnstor the,GTMO operations, I will be .

your point of contact for any questions you have regarding GTMO. Let me know ifyou need anytninq, ,

$S~ Ic~uri~erterrorism Division Military Liai,son
.and: Detainee Unit LX-,I, Roo:r:n 382081 I,. . . . .

**********************
·'S~T~D

NON·RECORD

All,

b

bE
b"7('

b2

OIG-REQ 02/1B/05-PAR~ 10
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:.""

Attached is a schedule for the.lraq PredeploymeritTraining for January a~12. This train'ing hasbeen very "
well receivedin the past. and I hope that you all will be able toparticipateaoain. This rotation will pnmanly
consistof agents from the NewYork Office, additionally, we have been tasked to train the Regimes.Crimes ..
Liaisonqffice. This trainingiteration will consist of approximately 30-35 agents afld .suppqrt from 'the FBI,
ATF, DEAand Marshals. ' .

, ! have attached a tentative schedule. Some of this will,likely change, but it would be a great assistance if
you all could check your availability for me and'confirm, if possible..lf you are unavailable, please help me

.' locate an alternata with your samebase of knowledge..' .,

If you have a classltied presentation please bring your own classified laptop.

. Thanks

SS~ IMilitary Liaisonand Detainee Unit LX-1 3s20011- lo~ce telephon~I- _
C]J-a-ge-r---

Reminder

~
********************

to
c""
l

" ~

.'-

"" ; ","

.. ' OIG-REQ 02/18/05-PART 10

. ~,'. . .' . "__ .;.. .':". ':!~" ,.:. .r.:. .;_
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\ ( ALL HJFOPHATIOIJ COIITAHlED

. :~I~2=~3~;~~::J~~F~~~79DHH.,'mj 3

OFFICE of INSPECTOR GENERAL'S
REVIEW of

DETAINEE ISSUES

FBI RESPONSE MATERIAL
DOJ'S OIG REQUEST ofFEBRUARY18, 2005
ALL DOCUMENTS RELATED TO ANY REGULATION, POLICY, PROCEDURE,

MANUAL, GUIDELINE. MEMORANDUM, DECISION, ADVICE, OR SIMILAR ITEM
REGARDING CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS BY FBI EMPLOYEES IN OVERSEAS

VENUES SINCE SEPTEMBER 12, 2001, INCLUDING: A DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
DRAFT OF SUCH A DOCUMENT, WHICH MAY H,AVE AUTHORIZED FBI AGENTS TO

MAKE ARRESTS IN SUCH VENUES AND WHICH FBIATTORNE~ ~ ~~c
I ~YHAVEBEENAWAREOF;ADOCUMENTFBII MAY
HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN PREPARING; AND ALL DRAFTS OF SUCH DOCUMENTS,

COMMENTS RELATED TO SUCH DRAFTS, OR RELATED DOCUMENTS.

FBI TRACKING # OIG-REQ 02-18-05 -PART 10
[PACKET #7 FBI BATE STAMP 0000301-0000401]

{MATERIAL from GC V. CAPRONI}

,

"DESIGNATED SENSITIVE MATERIAL"

FBI024032CBT ~

DOJ '8 OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL'S
COpy
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ALL IHFOP]MTIOIl C,jlITAHJEI'
Hr:REHJ I': lJNCLA5;JIFIH,
DATE 1'::-D]-Z009 BY 65179DnH/mjs.

OIG'S REVIEW of FBI DETAINEE ISSUES PROJECT
DOJ'S OIG REQUEST ofFEBRUARY 18,2005

SUBJECT: ALL DOCUMENTS RELATED TO ANY REGULATION, POLICY, PROCEDURE, MANUAL, GUIDELINE.
MEMORANDUM, DECISION, ADVICE, OR SIMILAR ITEM REGARDING CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS BY FBI EMPLOYEES IN

OVERSEAS VENUES SINCE SEPTEMBER 12 2001 INCLUDING: A DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE DRAFT OF SUCH A DO
Y HAVE AUTHORIZED FBI AGENTS TO MAKE ARRESTS IN SUCH VENUES AND WHICH FBI ATTORNEY

AY HAVE BEEN AWARE OF' A DOCUMENT FB AY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN PREPARlNG' AND
ALL DRAFTS OF SUCH DOCUMENTS, COMMENTS RELATED TO SUCH DRAFTS, OR RELATED DOCUMENTS. i)"

" b"C
" FBI TRACKING # : OIG -REQ 02/18/05 -PART 10

PACKET: #7
{MATERIAL from GC VALERIE CAPRONI}

{JUNE 2, 200S}

DATE TYPE SUBJECT TOTAL BATE
of PAGES STAMP#s

" DOCUMENT

NO DATE INFO SHEET MILITARY COMMISSIONS 4 301-304

NO DATE POWERPOINT CSRT PROCESS REVIEW 10 305-314

NO DATE TALKING POINTS HARRINGTON - DETAlNEE INTERVIEWS 1 315

r- (ABUSE INTERROGATION ISSUES)

,~ODATE TALKING POINTS STATUS OF MEJA IMPLEMENTATION REGULATIONS 1 3I6

NO DATE TALKING POINTS STATUS OF ABU GHRAIB-RELATED INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES" 1 317

NO DATE TALKING POINTS HOW DOES MEJA APPORTION JURISDICTION BETWEEN DOJ AND DOD? 2 3!8-319

NO DATE TALKING POINTS ENEMY COMBATANTS 5 320-324

NO DATE TALKING POINTS DOl'S SELECTION OF CORRECTIONAL EXPERTS FOR IRAQ 8 325-332

FB1024033CBT



DATE TYPE SUBJECT TOTAl" BATE
of PAGES STAMP#s

DOCUMENT

NO DATE TALKINGPOINTS LEGAL RESTRICTIONS ON INTERROGATION ABROAD 13 333-345

NO DATE TALKINGPOINTS DOl'S ACTIVITIES IN IRAQ 3 346-348

NO DATE TALKINGPOINTS DOl'S SELECTIONoF! IAmi IFOR 5 349-353
IRAQ CORRECTIONS TEAMS

Y
JDATE TALKINGPOINTS OLCADVICETO AGENCIES I 354

NO DATE TALKINGPOINTS DOl'S ACTIVITIES IN AFGHANISTAN 2 355-356

05110104 T. HARRINGTONto V. CAPRONI FW: INSTRUCTIONS TO GTMOINTERROGATORS 4 357-360
E-MAIL

10104104 V. CAPRONIt~ IE-MArL RE: REVIEWOF QFRRESPONSEre: TREATMENTOF DETAINEES 2 361-362

10106104 V. CAPRONI tol !E-MAIL RE: REVIEWOF QFRRESPONSEre: TREATMENTOF DETAINEES 3 363-365

10106104 V. CAPRONIt~ IE-MAIL RE: REVIEW OF QFRRESPONSE re: TREATMENTOF DETAINEES 6 366-371

10106104 V. CAPRONItd IE-MAIL RE:REVIEW OF QFRRESPONSEre: TREATMENTOF DETAINEES 5 372-376

10107104 v. CAPRONItd E-MAIL RE: REVIEWOF QFRRESPONSEre: TREATMENTOF DETAINEES 8 377-384

10108104 I JoV.CAPRONIE-MAIL RE: BATTLEFIELD ADVICE 2 385-386

'. .0112/04 V. CAPRONItol IE-MAIL RE: BATTLEFIELD ADVICE 2 387-388

10/18104 V: CAPRONItd IE-MAIL RE: REVIEWOF QFRRESPONSEre: TREATMENT OF DETAINEES 13· 389-401
"

101TOTAL
PAGES

2

FBI024034CBT



\":.' . ,

DATE: 02-17-2010
. . " CLASSIFIED BY 65179 DHH/lajs "......;.
") : . ',I1EAS.ON:· 1. 4 (c source) ' ...

. ,IlECLASSIF'! ON: 02-17-203~ ,

ALL INfORHATlPN t~NrAINED
HEREIN'IS UNCLASSIfIED EXCEPT.,

, . K!-l~tary Comm~ssions tJHERE SHOW OTHERWISE

.www.defenselink.mil/news/commissions.html contains the
following 'info rmat Lon : ..

, .' -Milit~ry (;o~ission Procedures, "O~deEs s :Instr.uct~ons'
• GTMO' Detainee Pz oces s ' "

• ,.Appointing Authority'.R~guiations _
• B~~graphies ~f Key .Milit~ry Commissions. Personnel,
• ~inJ<.s to Court Moti~ns (46 total) .
~ Trial Guide. .
• .Briefing'Trans~ript~' from, Hea~~ngs
• Phot"ographs

Four GTMO detainees .have been charged with conspiracy 'to
.comrni~ terrori~rn among other' offenses.' All ,four defen~ants

, . have been .appo i.nted .counsel :. '

December 7-21, 2004. Twenty-two (22) outstanding
motions. De f enae Motions,: 18. Prosecq.tion: 4.', .

2. David Hic·ks. (ISN' US9'AS-0002)' T,rial s~hedul'ed January'
:10, ',200.5 until completion. E;leven·'(II) outst.and.Lnq ,,_.
mot Lon.s : . Defense ,M'otions: ,·,g"Prosec'u:tion.:·Motions-;-· 6 .:,", ,... '....,_. .'. .:'. ~. ..

"3. Al Qosi (ISN US9,5U-0054)' 'Trial Scheduled' .F.~b+uary 8,
200~. unt i.l, completion', "Nine .(9) 'outi s t.andf.rrq !U0t~,(ms.

Defense Moti"ons: 5 Pzos ecutLon ~otions:. 4. ..' .

4. Al BahLuL: (ISN US9YM-00039) Trial not .schedul.ed ,' five
(5-) -out s t andLnq mctd.ons ; One Defense Mot'ion (pro se'
motion)' Pzcsecut.Lon Motions: ,4.'. '. '

.'

.Th~'PresiOing Offic~r, 'COL Brownbeck, h~s ~ot r~Led,on most
,.outst'anding motLoris ;": t'~erefore the p'rosecuti:6n .has not'

pr9vided witness or e~hibit lists. The ~~o~ecution has,
preliminarily requested in ,excess of ~~ghty (80). FBI
wi.t.nesse s for trial. Protective orders have been filed to
protect- ,the identities of ,.the. ,agents.' Witne:ss, preparation
ha s been minimal to this point. . , '

The Military Commission Panel consists o.·f 4-5 .:'Fi~ld Grade
(0-5 or 0-6)., Non-JAG .officers a'nd 'I : JAG who acts ~s
Pr'esi,ding Officer, 1-2 a'Lte rriat.e s .

FBI024035CBT
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'..

, .
OMC ~onsists of.a ~hief Prosecuto~, Robert $wann - COL USAf
JAG. 26 y';;s, 20+ yrs experience g'ov't .tr LaL atty, defense

. coun~el~ app~llate atty and military j~d~e..

USMC Deputy Chief .Prosecutor Carol .~oyce -'COL USMC 23 yrs; .
JAG.lS'yrs; specia'l.Asst .. U.S. Atty to.Eastern·Dis~rict:
North Carolina, 300+ cases as Prosecutor and Defense
couns'eL,

I 1- C~L OSA:ZO y,rs Senio~ Lit{gat~on Partner
~P~r~i~v-a~t-e~L-a-w~Firm in CA. cr' Sta~e. Senator, Legal Advisor

·1""---- _
OMC,Team Chiefs

I ICMDR USN 20 .yrs, JAG:14 yrs, 100+' contested
trials. Four in OS Distri9t Court

'1 ILTC OSMC ii yrs, ~AG 9 yrs, 400+ ·criminal
cases -Chief Trial cou~sell IMCAS

."

to b6'
. b7C "

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
. b7C .

ILTC O.SMC' ,17 yrs, 'JAG 9 .yrfi3,' 400+' criminal .,.b6
'-~""a-s-e-s--~~:""'h~i-e-::"fTrial 'Couns e L 'Camp Lej.eaune U~MCB '_2 nd 'Chair' b7C

p·~o.s~cLitton'''', A.Y".ta~'tt ~~~ . _'.. ... . ." '.. , .:',.' .... -....:. "
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FBI's Cooperation,

The 'FBI has supported the Military Commission process
e.xtensively. 'OMC makes requests 'for E'BI documents and rBI
personnel through the' Office of General' Counsel :(OGC) and
the Milita~y Liaison and Detainee Unit 1MLDU).' All
request~ are addressed immediately ,and currently ,over 200
E'BI document.s have been p r ovi.ded for use at 'trial.

Records Management Division coordinated a bureau-wide
'ef,fort t.o v r espond to OMC's discovery requests . The 'FBI,
, recei~ed .t.he requests on' July 23,200,4 and do cument s are
'available for OMC r evLew vs t a r t i.riq October 1, 2004 .: FBI
, con t Lrrues 'to support evidence, document and witness '
assistance,~equests through RMD/OGS!MLDU.
.. . , .

OGC has dispatched an,AGC to GTMO who will brief FBI
witnesses' on COmmission' rules and p z oce dur e s and be ' ,
available in the courtroom to address FBI issues. MLDU
wil~ continue to provide a SSA to ' cqordinate all requests
related to the military comrn i s s i.on s .

','

Unr~solved Is~ues

,Transportation/Lodgi'~g:'FBI tr~~sp~rta: tion coris i.s t s ',of cine', ', ..
flight to/from GTMO every other we€k. Military

'tra'nsport,ation consists of mi.Li t azy fl'i'ghts on a first' come, "
fiFst ser~e basis ou~ of Andrew's Air F6~c~ Base 1v~ry ,
limited :ayaiLability),. Therefo-re, FBI pe r s onne Lvte s t i f y i nq
~n trial, transporting evidence and observing proceedings

','will spend ~on~iderable time at G~MO waiiin~, for'
transportation to/from GTMO. (Solution: Increase number of
FBI flights to transpo~t FBI agents ~~~~~~~'~~~~ -,
current level ' ht er,week~

FBI does not 'have available' resources for lodging or
'transportation whi.Le at' GTMO for the numb.er of FBI
witnesses'OMC has identified. FB! has not been advised
whethex OMC has :secured lodging/transportation for FBI
,witnesses.· Th~ limited transportation available off'GTMO
:will.a~so ~ff~ct' ~h~ lodging issue.

'.~

"

1::1

,Witness Preparation:' OMC has not p.rovLded any comprehensive
witness' preparat i.on for FBI agents" OMC has not provided
the F~I ,~jtb the reaJljred release approvals frOID other

(S) ag,enc~esl f,. >1
~~
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With06t t~~se 'ielease~, FBI agents face ,un~ertainty on the
.s t and with regards to the scope of their t e s t Lmony .:
'[Solution: aGC is ~roviding AGC to assist FBI witnesses]

MISC: The'?rosecutor's lack of Counterterrorism experience,
has led'th~m to utilize an overbroad .approach to document
requests 'from the FBI. [Solution: 'Rulings .Ln ·th,e 1s

t. four
cases ~~ll limi~ this a~proach]

sone case prosecutive theories: p r ornuLqa t ed by OMC
prosecutors are not co~sistent with FBI analytical'
conclusions (nott t rue with the 1s t 4 cases)'. [Solution:OMC
prosecutors should mee t; with ITOSI. pe r.sonne L. to ensure
t~eir theori~~ are' consistent with FBI analyiis]

The' char'ging scheme' (Conspiracy to commit war' crimes)
requires heav~ r~liance o~ FBI ~nveit~gations jPENTTBOM
COLEBOM, TANBOM) [Solution: OGC!MLOU!SDNY should monitor

, d.Ls seml.nat i.ons and proceedings to limit impact on FBI
, investigations]
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